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"KNOWING YOUR BEARINGS GETS RESULTS — 
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| The war production program is a good example . 

! of the value of “knowing your bearings’. For many years Lo 

; before the war, engineers were putting Timken Tapered ( 

| Roller Bearings into industrial machinery of all kinds. They [| 

discovered long ago that these bearings possessed every qual- a 

ity needed to meet any type of service—friction elimination; Po 

| : radial, thrust and combined load capacity; and the ability og 

to hold moving parts in correct and constant alignment. 

Thus, when America was faced with the most tremendous 

production job ever known, industry had one big advantage 

—namely, production machines with the speed, precision 

and endurance to do it; machines that could out-produce 

any others in the world. 

Now the results are beginning to tell on the world’s battle 

fronts—where Timken Bearing Equipped fighting machines 

turned out by Timken Bearing Equipped production ma- 

chines are steadily turning the tide of war in our favor. 

When Victory has been won and industry calls you to 

help in the work of reconstruction, you'll find a thor- 

ough knowledge of Timken Bearings one of your most 

valuable assets. Begin to get it now. 

‘THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 

| IM REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
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IX SUBMARINE-infested waters, a speed- Westinghouse Research Laboratories. of civilization when peace returns. 
ing destroyer must be able to change As a result of this research, the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur- 

its course in a split-second—to drop its “creep” in some turbine metals has ing Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
deadly ashcans on enemy U-boats. been reduced to 1/10,000th of an 

The secret of the destroyer’s great inch per inch per year—less than ne RL ae | Pray 
speed and manewverability is the tremen- 1 /64th inch per inch in 100 years. : le | t iF 
dous power of its turbines, operating at This has guided the development of - wal a L ye 
steam temperatures high enough to make metals capable of operating at greatly Fn F 4 cS ( i 
the turbine blades glow! increased temperatures and speeds— . 4 a i - a lel 

This introduces a difficult problem in and secured more power per pound of tur- | | gua am Mia) _ 
turbine construction. The highly heated bine, a vital necessity in a destroyer! at : | Al y a i 
metal parts “creep” under stress. The * * * A i hes NN \ 

metallic grains slowly slide over each Research Engineer Manjoine, in collab- ~/.g' 4 . ve 4 ‘ 
other. The metal tends to flow out of oration with Dr. Nadai, is fighting a Be eg = C. 
shape. deadly battle against the submarine me a LS 

a. € ¥ ‘ 7 : aS tite! Excessive “creep” would quickly de- menace —by improving metals that ee a — 
stroy the turbine — due to collision be- make possible faster, more maneuverable Slower “‘creep’’ means faster ships — Rc- 
tween the blades and other parts of the ships for our Navy. search Engineer Manjoine studies BrCEp: 

irbine which ar aed onl fraction Manjoineis typical of tt . of test samples to develop turbine metals that 
ur me; W neh are'sp -o) NSLP ACEO pan jomers ) PICAt OF We many: young will deliver more horsepower per pound— 
of an inch apart for maximum power. engineering graduates who are putting making our destroyers speedier and deadlier. 

Westinghouse first introduced the Westinghouse skill and “know how” to Manjoine received his B. S. from Iowa State 
steam turbine in the United States and work for victory—and for a better kind College, before joining Westinghouse in 1937. 
has built thousands during the past 
45 years. 

And much of the success of Westing- e 
house steam turbines is due to the in- 
tensive studies of “creep”— similar to ( Ss 1 i ] US¢ , 
those conducted by Dr. A. Nadai, P. G. 

McVetty, and M. J. Manjoine, in the PLANTS IN 25 CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHERE 
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A“? the turmoil and confusion and the severity of | grave” but the privilege of adventure. They adventured 

war the academic year draws to its close. For many from Europe to wild America; they adventured from the 
students it marks the end of their engineering education, security of the seaboard through the dangerous mountains 

at least for an indefinite period, and for others scarcely a to the wilderness beyond—not in regimented security but 

pause before reviewing their studies in the new long sum- in the joy of private enterprise. They gave us the herit- 

mer term. But for all it may well mean a re-dedication of age of the right to success or failure—the challenge of 

loyalty to fundamental American principles. life that no young man would refuse. 

Of basic American concepts may I propose two that Loyalty to these principles has given each of us Ameri- 

are essential to your personal poise and courage and worth cans the greatest personal freedom and opportunities in 

fighting for in war and working for in the peace to come. the world. Let us then resolve to serve in the Army, 

Our fathers—at cost they knew and we have not real- Navy, or industry—or continue our study here with more 

ized—won for us freedom to seek God as we choose. Mos- intelligent attention to the preservation of these essential 

lem or Mormon, Jew or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant, concepts. It will mean a broadening of our reading, our 

we may bow or kneel or lift our faces in the faith that sus- thought and our discussion, a lively interest in both local 

tains us—in mutual respect and freedom. Only if you and and national problems—all in preparation for participa- 

I were to lose this freedom or deny it to each other could _ tion by engineers on an entirely new scale in public affairs. 

we learn how essential it is to the flowering of all the vari- 

ous freedoms of the individual. 

Also stout-hearted men that they were whose blood , 3 

flows in your veins and mine, they claimed for themselves 

and for you and me not “security from the cradle to the 

MAY, 1943 3
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Engineering South of the Border g g th of the Bord 

by Lyon L. Brinsmade, min'24 

MpEICO is a land of complete contrast both in things make it profitable for “gambusinos” to hunt for ore on 

natural and human. It is a land where the medieval their own, or work for a regular mining exploration com- 

and the ultramodern cannot be separated; where tropical pany. 

heat and temperate comfort, and jungles and deserts, are In accordance with the traditions of these Indians, the 

but a few miles apart; where wealth and poverty, feudal- mines in Guadalcazar are naturally worked by very primi- 
ism and communism, and knowledge and ignorance stand tive methods. The drill holes (holes in which the explo- 

side by side. sive is placed), are made by hand with a chisel and ham- 

During my recent stay in Mexico, I had the opportunity mer, and if the ore isn’t rich enough to warrant its extrac- 

to participate in mercury mining in the Guadalcazar dis- tion, an opening only large enough for an average man to 

trict of the state of San Luis Potosi. Situated on the cen- crawl through, is made. That is, nothing is extracted un- 

tral plateau of Mexico, Guadalcazar occupies an arid, tem- less it is fairly rich ore. This leaves a winding, irregular, 

perate region surounded by peaks of the Eastern Sierra and extremely narrow passage-way in those sections of the 

Madre mountain chains. The vegetation is limited to yuc- mine where the vein narrows down to a few inches. The 

ca palms, mesquite trees, and a great variety of cacti; and worker, then, literally crawls out of the mine with a sack 

game abounds in the form of deer, mountain lion, pheas- of ore strapped to his back, and upon reaching the mine 

ants and quail. The region, however owes its importance entrance, transfers his load to a burro. From there, the 

to its numerous mineral deposits of mercury, lead, silver, 

gold, antimony, manganese, and strontium. 

Guadalcazar is an old mining region dating to the time . 

of the Spanish “antiguos” or groups of Spanish prospec- ii 2 7— oN 

tors that explored Mexico during the sixteenth century. ; "ts _ Vv Le iC) 

Incidentally, these “antiguos” certainly must have endured i | . “as & 
tremendous hardships to reach all the then inaccessible : ie 8 

wilderness; and the proof that they did a very good job of coals dite es ai i 

prospecting is evidenced by the fact that most of the pres- : po oa 

ent-day workings were discovered by them. The exact i i : Pe : 

record of most of its mines is lost to history. However, it i ‘ oe ‘ r an 

is known that these mines are very old and they have been Poe ae eae ey pie oa a 

abandoned or worked accordingly as the prosperity of the —— — ae 
period or of the mine has warranted. Typical Countryside of the North Central Mexican Plateau 

The region is inhabited predominantly by Indian and 

Mestizo strains which still follow their primitive way of ore is taken on burro-back to the smelter. This kind of 
life. They wear stout pants, cheap cotton shirts, leather mining has commonly been given the name of “gopher 

sandals or shoes, the well-known sombreros, and if the mining,” and it is in this way that much of the small-scale 

weather gets cold, they wrap a blanket around themselves mining in Mexico is done. 

to serve as an overcoat. Their homes are huts constructed Although the mining methods have changed but little 

with the materials at hand. Usually the walls are made of _ since the time of the Conquest, the labor situation as far 

the soft, porous boards cut from the trunk of the desert as its rights are concerned, is extremely advanced. Labor’s 

palm, and the roofs are constructed with leaves from an- efficiency has lagged far behind. Governmental laxity in 

other one of the variety of palms found there. For food mining law enforcement often leaves the mine owner, or 

they rely on “tortillas’—pancake-like bread made of corn, company, with no rights but such as are connected with tax 

beans, and the meat of many kinds of domesticated ani- paying and labor coddling. It is this one-sided protection 

mals or game. Because water is scarce it is brought from which enables only big business and extensive capital to 

far away springs in drums which they transport on burros do anything at all. 
or ox-carts. Therefore, the engineer planning to go “south of the bor- 

From time immemorial, these natives have divided their der” can only expect a great surprise ahead of him. He 

time between agriculture, fibre production and haphazard _ will encounter situations the kind of which he never even 

mining. Their crops are cultivated when the season is fa- imagined before, and chances are he will go to extremes in 

vorable; “lechuguilla” leaves are gathered and treated so either liking or disliking the country. Mexico is fascinat- 

as to extract their hemp-like fibre, when the dry season ing in its strangeness and exotic beauty, but it can also be 

prevails; and mining is engaged in when world conditions discouraging in its inefficiency and lack of law and justice. 

MAY, 1943 5



Conservation Laboratory... 

by Bill Haat, c'4S 

JA CCORDING to Webster, an arboretum is “a place its size, some 150 having been counted. Early settlers 
where trees and shrubs are cultivated for scientific or called it Dead Lake, and refused to swim in it, as its 

educational purposes.” However, the University of Wis- waters were said to be poisonous. “Wingra” is Winnebago 
consin Arboretum, Wildlife Refuge, and Forestry Pre- tongue for “duck,” probably because of the abundance of 
serve has an additional aim, that of being a place where the waterfowl. Large beds of wild rice in the marshes ad- 
people can come to love and appreciate the beautiful out- joining the lake furnished an abundant supply of food 
doors. for the Indians as well as for the ducks, geese, swans, and 

Nestling in the prairies, marshes, and rolling hills to even pelicans that abounded there. The fishing in the 
the west and south of beautiful Lake Wingra, the Arbore- lake was superb, as many old pioneers could testify. The 
tum is truly one of Wisconsin’s most beautiful places. woods teemed with game, and even the early settlers shot 
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Though the project was started only about ten years ago, many wolves, wildcats, and deer. The Winnebagos had 
already considerable portions of the area have been devel- camps where Vilas Park now is, out in the Nakoma region, 

oped, while plans have been made for developing the and various other places. The many springs which feed 
remainder. . Wingra provided them with water. As late as 1925 there 

Historical i ‘ ‘ : . were some Indians who regularly camped in the Vilas 
The Arboretum and the surrounding region have con- 

: on . : woods area on the south shore of the lake. siderable historical significance. The Arboretum now in- 

cludes what the old settlers called the Vilas woods, be- A number of important Indian trails traversed the re- 
cause the property belonged to Senator Wm. F. Vilas, an gion. One started at the foot of Lake Monona, crossed 
early legislator. There are more Indian mounds about Dead Lake Ridge (between Lakes Monona and Wingra) 
the shores of Lake Wingra than about any other lake of _ to the south shore of Lake Wingra, then went to Nakoma, 
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and thence west to the Mississippi River. Another origi- Brown and his companion each put a half-dollar in the 

nated at the same place, but followed the north shore, old Indian’s hand, and told him that they would like 

and went north toward the Wisconsin River. The Winne- some rain. Then they went on their way, and soon forgot 

bago called the Nakoma campsite “Dogeerah”—summer the incident. But the very next day, it not only rained, 

village, according to Mr. Charles Brown, director of the but the whole Four Lakes area was shaken by a heavy 

State Museum of Wisconsin. thunderstorm. From that day on, Indian John was well 

An interesting anecdote of the days when the Indians established as a rainmaker. 
& y' 

still roamed in this region was related by Mr. Brown. At the State Historical Museum, there are on display 

The story has its setting out in the pioneering vil- stone, copper, and bone implements, basketry and bead- 

lage of Nakoma. Several dry summers had preceded this work, as well as a dugout canoe that was found in the 

particular time, when Mr. Brown and a companion met marsh a few years ago. 
“Tad » : + 
Indian John,” a friendly old Vilas woods settler. Mr. The Indian mounds are all of the burial type. The In- 

B ked jestingly, “You a , *P 
ROWIK eMarkec, JEStng:y> ow’re a rainmaker, aren't dians buried their dead in two ways. One way was the 

on i ‘ % 

you, John? (It happened that John was an accomplished flexed manner, in which case the legs and arms of the 

medicine man.) When the Indian replied that he was, (continued on page 20) 
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Facts About Plastics... 

Wooden Warplanes 
hy Reine Salmi, m'44 

Cuts courtesy Aero Digest 

Te WOODEN airplane has long been considered a Advantages of the Wooden Airplane 
thing of the past. The development of many new Two of the major factors that determine the charac- 

lightweight non-ferrous alloys seemed to seal its doom. _ teristics of any airplane are the parasite drag and the total 
The high strength volume ratio of steel seemed to make it weight of the airplane. Parasite drag is caused by poor 
ideal for fuselage and wing frame work structures in streamlining and by the friction of the surface of the air- 
which space is at a premium, but high strength is desired. plane. 

The development of aluminum and duralumin was the The covering of a metal wing is quite thin, and when 
answer to a designer’s prayer as far as stress skin cover- the plane is moving through the air at a high speed, the 
ings and low stress structures were concerned. metal skin tends to form small ripples, thereby disturbing 

In normal times it is very possible that construction the smooth flow of air and increasing the parasite drag of 
would have continued to be strictly a metal proposition. the wing. A single row of rivets can be placed longitudi- 
Our friend, Schikelgruber, however, changed all that. A nally along the surface of the wing about one third back 
lot of planes were needed, and in a hurry! Douglas, Boe- of the leading edge to prevent rippling, but it will increase 
ing, Vega and the others could not wait for the iron and the parasite drag of the wing 27%. 
steel industries to expand. They needed materials to build A good deal of experimentation has been done along the 
military planes. What would be more logical than to turn lines of full monocoque construction of plywood wings. 
to consideration of wood as a structural material. See Figure 1. Whether or not a wing of this type could 
Wooden construction was not an entirely unexplored be used in a modern, high speed fighter plane is known 

field as far as high speed aircraft was concerned. Back in only to the engineers working on the problem. 
1935, the British De Haviland racer which won the Lon- The surface of the wooden wing is thick enough and 
don-Melbourne race was of plywood construction. Howard has a high enough moment of inertia to prevent the rip- 
Hughes’ plane which set speed records back before the ples from forming, and there are no fastenings to mar the 
war was also a mostly wooden plane, and it was later turn- smooth surface of the wing. 
ed over to the government for further examination. The The strength-weight ratio of the new plywoods is great- influence of the De Haviland racer can be seen in the de- er than that of any metal now being used in aircraft build- 
sign and construction of the De Haviland Mosquito twin- ing. The weight-stiffness ratio of plywood is also greater engined bomber. This is a light weight, extremely high than that of the metals. (Note: Although the plywoods speed bomber, powered by two Rolls-Royce liquid- are stronger in proportion to their weight, they are weak 
cooled engines. This plane is recognized for being the in proportion to volume.) Plywood construction is much first all plywood military plane to enter action in this simpler than the fabricating of a metal airplane which re- war. quires thousands of rivets and specially formed Pieces to 

eS ,rrrt=—<“( errs 
——rr—~—~—~—<“<“<a<‘iOiOs~s~w~w~w~s~sw~wSSC—CiCSSC=*SOCSCOSNSN ne 

oO ' ’ 

FIG, 1 
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hold the parts together. The wooden airplane is therefore much stronger than the wood itself and are not affected 

lighter and can be built much faster. by moisture, heat or age. The glue permeates the layers 

Figure 2 is an example of the simplified construction in of veneer when the plywood is being made and makes the 

ailerons when the Skydyne plywood construction is used. wood fireproof. Termites do not attack the new plywood. 

The structure to the left is the conventional aluminum One of the leading methods of forming plywood shapes 

assembly. Note the large number of ribs, the rivets used is the Vidal Process, invented by Eugene Vidal and Larry 

to assemble them, the braces scattered liberally through- Marhoeffer. In the Vidal Process, the first thing that must 

out, and consider the time and work consumed by punch- be made is the mandrel or form, on which the plywood 

ing out the holes in the formers in order to lighten them. part is to be shaped. See Figure 3. This is made very 

Compare that with the plywood aileron on the right. Four carefully so that it will conform to a balanced stress dia- 

ribs are sufficient, much less punching is done, and the gram of the shape, i.e., the form must not yield in any 

whole part is assembled as a unit rather than having each _ part any more than it will in any other place. These forms 

rivet driven in separately. may be of the male or female type. In the male type of 
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FIG, 2 

Modern methods of molding plywood parts makes the form, any rib or stiffener that is wanted on the formed 

forming of complex shapes relatively easy, and a mold or wooden shape is inlaid in the mandrel, and when the part 

jig for a new design can be set up faster and with less ex- is finished, the rib has become an integral part of the ply- 

pense than for a metal piece. Skilled woodworkers are wood shape. On the female type of mandrel, the rib or 

easier to obtain and train than metal workers. There is stiffener is placed on after the layers of veneer are in the 

no shortage of materials required in wooden construction mandrel or mold. In placing the veneers on the fold, at- 

and all of them are available in our own country. tention is paid to the direction of the grain of the wood. 

Another excellent feature of plywood construction is The direction of the grain depends on the type of stress 

that the assembly may be broken down into fine sub- on the part and the ease with which the part may be 

assemblies, which may be put together into successively wrapped. On complex shapes the wrapping is begun at 

larger sub-assemblies until the shape is completed. See the most difficult spot. The pieces must fit in place with- 

Figure 4. This is the Curtiss “Caravan,” a new Army out buckling or overlapping. The veneer is held in place 

transport. with staples while it is being wrapped, but these are re- 

Development moved before the next layer is put on. Templates for the 

The old wooden airplane was abandoned because there pieces are made mostly by the cut-and-try process. Before 

was no glue obtainable that would form a satisfactory ad- the pieces are cut and wrapped, the wood has been coated 

hesive. Plywood laminations would not stay together and with a synthetic resin adhesive agent. See Figure 6. 

termites seemed to like the combinations. The old-timers When the wrapping is completed, the entire form is cov- 

used to say that the plane would fly as long as the termites ered with a rubberized fabric called “Vidal Fabric.” It is a 

held hands. All these difficulties have been mostly over- heat resistant cloth made by the duPont Company. The 

come by the development of synthetic resin glues of the covering is made to fit the form tightly by removing the 

phenol and urea formaldehyde groups. These glues are (continued on. -page 14) 
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ALASKA - BOUND 
Via Truck and Tractor 

ty Fred Engler, 4S 

Cuts courtesy Gillette Publishing Company 

Btx in 1865 when Alaska was purchased from Rus- months of the year. Since the majority of the proposed 
sia for seven million dollars, the region was known as roads passed through Canada, permission had to be ob- 

Sewards’ Folly. The United States government never un- tained from the Canadian government. Asa result of con- 
dertook the development of Alaska and as a result its ferences, it was decided to let the United States build the 
population never exceeded one person per square mile. road under these conditions: the United States would 
Immediately after the World War I a few people realized have complete control of the road for the duration, the 
the importance of Alaska as a major fortification against United States would pay for the road, the United States 
the Yellow Peril. Milwaukee’s own Billy Mitchell urged would build the road. 
and pleaded with Congress to grant funds for fortifica- The question of the location of this projected road 
tions, but his pleas fell on closed ears. proved to be the most difficult problem ever faced by an 

Back in 1939 when World War II engulfed the world, engineer. A good road existed as far north as Edminton, 
fortifications were started in Alaska, but the problem of — the capital of the province of Alberta, but from there 
transporting troops and supplies to these northern bases north no passable roads existed. The location of the Al- 
proved tremendous. As a result maximum strength could can Highway was further speeded by the fact that the 
not be concentrated where it was needed most. After Canadian government had constructed a chain of airports 
Pearl Harbor, on January 1, 1942, the War Department along her western coast soon after the outbreak of war. 
authorized the Corps of Engineers of the U.S. Army to In view of these facts, it was decided to start from Edmin- 
build a road from Edminton to Fairbanks. At this date ton and work north paralleling the road with the chain of 
only one major road existed in Alaska. This was the airports. 
Fairbanks-Valdez highway which was open only eight Work started in March, 1942. A boatload of Engineer 

troops were sent to Skagway, Alaska. From here, they 

forced their way to Whitehorse in the Yukon, about 300 

miles due south of Dawson, and from Whitehorse, the Al- 
ie eae eo Highway could be constructed at a rapid pace to Fair- 

3 SSI V7 — rN | banks. The last hundred miles could be constructed over 
Pace H] i J Te the Fairbanks-Valdez Highway. The Whitehorse-Fair- 

Aen AY Y oat banks link was easily located because of the mountain 
q et / oy 4 i s * ranges in this area for in this type of land the roads must 

y Stal, Si ~ W4 Veer eH | follow the rivers or cut through passes in the valley. Also 
Hc “Oo A ttANg yp Kio N t YY she in this region, there are few muskegs to contend with and 
Sa } ooh » ca the profile of this region is fairly level, once past the 

2, Soc, I Ne A \(rances. | A atl 1, |) White River. 
ty {EE i i EN < L| The real probl in building north from Edmin- | fiteronse ZB \ Ng 3 : e real problem came in building north from 

Fie iY O a i ‘ g ah mm ton to Fort Nelson. It was decided to get some men north Fi tsok vale se Shacnavtcy f ~~ eek 15 Neo s75 | | to St. John from where the work could proceed from both 
q fsines — eeC aS qent™ || ends. Out of Edminton, the area is fairly settled and 

ie R| TSI SH Qe *t L wooded, with a few passable roads existing. Rather than 
q MEAN ® : <| locate and build new roads, it was decided to improve 
: ay © ceeen FORT 10M) ppp , these roads to fit army specifications. These specifications 

dune OLUM BYR py 7 called for a 24 foot road bed with two foot shoulders on 
aay ~ a ane ({ le each side. Bridges were to be one-way and of a minimum 

: » : a I twelve foot width. 
° ornuce\ | , wu) | : ; ° : V7 <-, RUPE RY qgorstnitor’ Pa The highway progressed northwest at a rapid rate until 

x QW Opawice depRoe y | the Peace River was reached. This river, 1,200 feet wide, 

sy fee & me be is used for navigation, in spite of its 10-mile an hour cur- 

i <2 Ase e rent. Between the spring thaws and the fall season its 
SKA — \ Le variations in depth are 18 feet. When this river was 

\ yg 
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reached by the construction gangs, it was fortunately froz- ed by a combination of poor drainage and decaying vege- 

en over. At once, a plank roadway was thrown across to table matter. 
permit the passage of heavy trucks. At places the ice sag- The air method of location produced great results and 

ged and pitched at an angle, but by sheer skill and soon the location parties were way ahead of the construc- 

strength the Engineers got every truck through safely. tion gang. As more and more experience and equipment 

When the ice melted, a ferry was used for crossing while were secured, work production shot up until it finally hit 

a pontoon bridge was being constructed. Because of ice the Army standard of three miles per day. Between Fort 

jams large blocks of ice might injure the bridge; however, Nelson and Whitehorse, location was a simple problem 

with a great deal of foresight, the engineers created log due to the drainage being parallel to the road, while be- 

jams which forced the ice to expend itself on the shore tween St. John and Fort Nelson the drainage was at right 

line. It is estimated that a permanent bridge will cost up- angles to the roadway. 
wards of one and a half million dollars. Methods of Construction 

From the Peace River to Fort St. John the highway When the construction parties started north from Ed- 

penetrated through unsurveyed land. The location parties minton, they cleared the light growth by axe because most 

went back to hand locating. Often they had to take the of their clearing bulldozers had failed to arrive from the 

words of guides whose advice caused nothing but head- (continued on page 22) 

aches for the locating engineers. Progress was so slow Ei 

that in 25 days only 40 miles of road had been construct- a 

ed, instead of the proposed 70 miles. At times, the locat- 4 

ing parties went to work in the morning through brush A iy 

and undergrowth and returned over a graded road. It Ad 4 

was at this critical moment that the Ontario Road Depart- SL : 

ment stepped in. Oo . : re note 

Why not locate the road by air as they had done in the Ko cE ap ea Bae. fal eg aa 

Hudson Bay Region? From the air an experienced man Bf 6 acre Led yi wy 
can distinguish between the different growths of trees. Le Lom oe? 2 . ay’ Le se 

From this information, the type of land ahead can be de- 7 y te 4 es 

termined. For example: Jackpines and poplar indicate s eee ne ee 

gravel or firm soil; spruce indicates wet ground, and un- ae aah ad ee Be ca 

derbrush and evergreen indicate muskeg. ES > Pa. Bee 

A Word About These Muskegs CS al | a ie : y 

Although soundings taken on the muskegs proved some a Ly ps al “ae 

of them to be bottomless, the majority were proven to be <2 oe ee ry a ne aA 

only two to six feet in depth. These were quickly dredged eas at : : P 

and filled in with gravel from one of the gravel pits that eee : 

abound everywhere in this region. The muskegs are form- Loading a Dump Truck 
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yes some of us are. I know I am. I study at least an About the time I started to write that last paragrap! 

hour a day, or a week it really doesn’t make much dif- the clock said five forty five. Now as anyone that is fa 

ference. However, some of the engineers are not grinds miliar with my habits can testify, this is my “start to wis 
as is witnessed by many of the activities and outside inter- you could afford dinner” time. When thinking of dinner 

ests which they find time to pursue while in school. In the what could be more convenient than imagining that yo 

concocting of the following piece of phraseology I en- were some place eating. So I did. This time I went t 

deavored to contact fellows with as widely different inter- the Catholic eating co-op, which is not owned, but is op 

ests as possible. I talked to most of the boys on the tele- erated by a couple of engineers, namely, CHUCK AN: 

phone, and after the proper introductions I shot the sixty DERSON, and JIM SVOBODA. Between buying foo 

four dollar question about the outside interests. I soon by the new point system, and keeping a place open on th 

found it necessary to say: Have you any hobbies, that is, mopping crew for JOHN (STEAM) LANDRY they kee; 

besides women? The usual answer, “There are others?” pretty busy. 

However, you who are foolish enough to read the remain- The other day I just happened to drop in at court, an 

der will find that there are several fellows that did know after paying my fine, I noticed that DONALD KLAN 

there were others. I have purposely left out the major had been called. He had been arraigned on a sanit 

hobbies that are practiced by so many. Namely, model charge. It was all O.K., though, just a misunderstanding 

airplanes, photography, and those of our number that are The people out by the Nakoma golf course just couldn’ 

classed as athletes. It was impossible to see all of the engi- imagine that anyone would want to indulge in their hobb: 

neers, so few are mentioned herein. My apologies to those in mid-January, especially since said hobby was golfing. 

missed. Speaking of girls, that reminds me of dancing. Bi 

BILL ZUMACH, the Chem Engineers’ T. Dorsey, ha: 

served quite a term with several of the campus bands 

‘ 3 Perhaps you’ve swayed with your own little outside inter 

! on es est to the smooth tones and tunes of Bill’s trombone. Bil 

ri had the extreme good fortune to accompany last year’ 

—- «a Haresfoot production on that organization’s tour of th 

state. Ask him about it sometime. 

Under the what-do-you-know section we find the fol 

How many of you have heard about PETER KOZUS- lowing juicy little item. ART LYTLE has been a license 

ZEK. I said heard about, I should have said heard, for ham since the tender age of fourteen. To you uninitiate 

Pete wields a mighty mean bow. No, he’s not an archer, the word ham as used this instance is not to be confuse 

but a violinist. The only reason that the engineering with the twenty points a pound variety, nor is it to be con 

school got the chance at his talents rather than the music nected with acting. Ham has something to do with ama. 

school is that Pete has a definite and well grounded dis- teur radio transmitting. Art didn’t say so but I imagin 

like for working for nothing. that the government has kind of cracked down on his ac 

If I was the type I could mention about that sharp tivities along this line, but he still has his music whic! 

ARNE LARSON having an edge over the rest of us. His entitles him to call himself a member of both the univer. 

hobby is :nzking knives. I guess about the only thing he’s sity orchestra and band. 

rather do than make a knife is—————oh well, that’s an- 

other story. ee. 

Most engineers either shudder or beam when the word 5 ~ 

drawing is mentioned in their presence. It all depends on ® 

the grade they received during that freshman year. If ned 

you say the word to DICK KOHRT he'll flash you a big —— 

smile, and taking a pencil from behind his good ear, draw 

you a caricature or just about anything your little heart 

might desire. If you ever drop in on DICK SOLBOE you will prob 
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inds? rinds: 

ty Mar Weerpel, ch’ 44 

ly find that he has gone to keep the city of Madison Perhaps you are already acquainted with GERMAINE 
althy. I doubt if the sanitation department could get JACKY, but do not know him by that name. If you at- 
ong without Dick. You might note while there that tended “Saint Joan” you knew him as “Courcelles.” Both 
ell model plane carved by his room mate LEON KAS- he and FRED GARBER enjoy losing their true identity 
UM. His study table only has three legs now, but even in that intriguing field called drama. Fred was in this e landlady had to admit that it made a darn nice air- year’s Haresfoot cast, and made as pleasing a dowager as 

ane. has graced this engineering school in some time. 
Way back in the days of St. Pat, 1943, I met a fellow 
Il equipped with beard, who introduced himself as 
HIN CREMER. In answer to my queries he answered SET 

d I quote, “Oh, I do some engraving ...I have made 46 , tz LG SP ey 
me watches, in fact, Tve taken a course in watch mak- Quiet! iG ct? | c 
ig, and I like to make jewelry, brooches, rings, etc. As = i) bi, Zito, \ z lle 
r outdoor sports I do a little trout fishing.” I happened Tie f; WW Aj lly a : : : 4 SWF oY |\I\\ mention having talked to Arne Larson about making Wy 0 Al / \G . a ie : . VA /) ee | 4 y) \ i / ives, and John said, “Yes, I’ve made a few knives, too. Sip’ | Y d / fi 9 wit 
decided not to mention my knitting for fear he would bxZ.|]" Hh === Y/ Ee =e j 
ly that he had knit sweaters since he was in high school. == So yoy J f (| & X ail we 
at boy has done a little of everything. 

ABE HOLDEN used to do quite a little fly tying. It 
rted way back when he used to pick them off the sticky DAVE FISCHER is also a musician, and I do mean 
per and tie a thread around their necks, but as time musician. In case you find an opening for a piccolo in 
nt on he graduated to the variety used by every good your activities, and who can’t find room for a piccolo, 
fisherman, The manufacture of these colorful lures re- you might call on Dave. If he isn’t too busy playing that 
ires a good deal of imagination and handiwork. Right popular sounding board commonly called the piano he 
w, however, Abe is putting most of his extra time into will probably bat you off a couple of bars in the upper leaming about the Marines. register. 
RUSS JOHNSON is active in the Luther Memorial Members of the Hoofers and all top notch skiers, al- urch. I believe I am quoting him when I say he is the though not by their own admission, are DOUG BAIN- jogram chairman in charge of the Sunday night meeting BRIDGE, ED BOSLEY, and BOB WICEN. Doug built 
y hold there. Russ really has them over the proverbial himself a nice ice boat besides doing an enormous quan- rrel for if they don’t like the Programs . . . well, they tity of work on the College of Engineering’s ————___. 
uld have known better than to start anything. He’s magazine, namely, the Wisconsin Engineer. Fill in the t for wrestling. blank with any four letter word spelled Best. 
HORVALD THORESON is greatly interested n HOWIE STOCK enjoys a pleasant sail about as much otography, but if it is all the same to you I will picture hing, I s. Thi h hazard how. . . ; . Co. as anything, I guess. is rather a hazardous guess, how n doing his well liked hunting and fishing in Canada. In for the ; P Yewi Il inclusi In f. ae , : ever, for the interests of Howie are all inclusive. In fact, t, if it wasn’e for the aver Bresent press of things to he has become quite a fixture in the Union workshop. You e, and I mean immediately, he would be one of the : . : probably have had your eyes dazzled several times by his longest advocates of the five year plan right here on the colorful posters. 
pus. This is not that plan familiarized by the hammer 
sickle, but the arrangement whereby the young engi- ne eeviiaes isa ean ant the a announc- 

t would have more time to pursue these outside inter- ing the end of the line. It was the Dean. He and my 5, Ee Sean those “Gtandec out in front of Bascom advisor think it best that I drop all outside activities for jokers,” the engineer might even have a chance to pick the remainder of the semester. However, I think I’ll stick 
culture. At least once in a while on week night, even if to my railroading. I like to whistle every time I come to did have to be in by ten thirty. But we digress. the crossing of State and Lake. 
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air from it with a vacuum pump. The form is now placed removed from the mold. 

in a large pressure tank. The rubberized covering is vent- The first airplane to be built by the Vidal process was 

ed to the atmosphere by a metal tube so that any entrap- the “Summit,” a small low-wing sportplane. It had un- 

ped gases will be removed as the pressure in the tank is usual speed for its horsepower and excellent aerodynamic 

increased. The pressure within the tank is first raised to efficiency. Quantity production of this airplane was halted 

50 psi with compressed air and then to 75 psi by steam. by the war. The Vidal Research Company is now pro- 

This produces an equal pressure on all parts of the wood ducing the Ansom bomber for Canada which they use in 

covering on the mold. training. 

The temperature maintained is from 190°F to 300°F Plywood planes can be built just as large as metal 

depending on the type of adhesive being used. The time planes. Figure 4 shows a nearly completed Curtiss ‘Cara- 

may be from two minutes to two hours. The heat poly- van” which has a wing span of 108 feet. Compare that to 

merizes or sets the glue and also makes it permeate the the twin engined training plane below the port wing. No 

fibers of the veneers. The part may be cooled slowly in details of the large plane’s performance or cargo carrying 

the tank or it may be cooled in the air. This also depends capacity have been released. 

on the adhesive being used. The completed plywood form The Ryan PT-25 is a two-place primary trainer of the 

is finished by smoothing off the surface with sandpaper low-wing type. The only strategic metals used on the plane 

and other abrasives. Figure 5 shows a stabilizer being are in the engine cowl. This plane has been designed so 
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as to eliminate all compound curves and it can be made When aeronautical engineers try to get the last few 

from standard flat plywood sheets. The only molded parts mph’s from their newest warplane designs, they are no 

are the leading edges of the other wing panels. Fairchild’s doubt beginning to use plywood construction. We now 

twin engine bomber training planes are of all-wood con- have satisfactory adhesives even though research in this 

struction made by the Duramold process. These planes feld is still continuing. Even paper made from pulpwood 

also have superior all-around performance. has been tried in the layer molding method of aircraft 

A recent innovation in the manufacture of resin bonded building. Wing tip panels and other small parts have al- 

plywood is the use of high frequency electric currents in ready been made equal to their metal counterparts in 

heating the glue and making it set. The plywood is placed strength. 

between two metal plates and a high frequency reversal It has been predicted by many prominent aeronautical 

of the electric field between them makes the wood and the engineers that there will be a boom in small plane building 

glue heat up rapidly and uniformly throughout. The resin after we win this war. It seems quite plausible that ply- 

can be made to set in only a few minutes, and the surface wood construction could be the answer to the cheap con- 

of the plywood does not have burns, checks or cracks due struction problem which has been retarding the growth of 

to heating because the metal plates themselves do not get popular flying. If plywood reaches up to its expectations, 

any hotter than the wood. it will make mass production of sport planes possible. 
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To the Maintenance Engineer .. . 

A CHALLENGE WITHOUT GLORY 
ty Arnold Enicsen, ch' 44 

Mucs has been said about the war and most of the the plant engineer can be compared to a doctor. As was heroes have been cited, but it is very seldom that one just stated, the doctor also learns more in actual experi- reads of the exploits of the merchant marine. Yet, he is ence than he could possibly have in the classroom. The just as valuable to the war effort as the soldier or sailor plant engineer, as the doctor, has to keep his charges in in the midst of battle. Perhaps, we may compare the main- repair, adding and removing parts now and then, and pre- tenance engineer as his counterpart in the winning of the scribing remedies for the betterment of their welfare. He war. also has to keep a constant vigil when things go wrong and When awards for manufacturing are issued, one imme- trouble threatens. He never knows when a machine might diately thinks of production or research, but little thought break down or a section of pipe may burst. On the aver- is ever given to the man who keeps research and produc- age of once a month (and even more now, while the fac- tion in high gear. Machines are running night and day, tories are operating at their peaks) he is wakened in the seven days a week, tools grow dull or are broken; some- middle of the night by an urgent telephone call from a one has to be responsible for their welfare. A new prod- member of his crew who desires information, or permis- uct is developed; someone is needed to bring it from the sion to go ahead with a job that needs immediate atten- test-tube stage to actual manufacturing conditions. More tion. 
people are hired; someone is necessarily needed to see Maintenance work was not always taken care of as it is that they are working under the tight conditions for the now. It has been only in recent years that large plants highest rate of production. These jobs and many more have had centralized maintenance departments. This cen- come under the supervision of the maintenance, or plant tralization under one leader and in a department of its engineer. 

own prevents many conflicts and speeds up research and Keeping the Machines Running production which would otherwise only get in each other’s A foreman of a section of the assembly line might come way. By this I mean, that if each department had its own with the problem that many of his crew are excessively ab- tool and diemaker, carpenter, or tinsmith, there would be sent from work due to colds. He believes that this condi- times that these men would not have enough work, and tion is caused by a draught of air blowing along are floor. other times when they would be rushed. One centralized This problem is easily remedied, and is only one of many maintenance crew under a capable plant engineer can plan that the plant engineer encounters during the course of and regulate work and repairs to be done. This brings to the day. More complicated problems arise, sometimes re- mind a form of rivalry that frequently breaks out between quiring much thought and knowledge which can hardly individual departments; production, research, or anyone be acquired in a comparatively short college curriculum. that needs ‘the maintenance engineet’s ability. Several or- This is the reason that the maintenance engineer is the ders will be sent down from the various departments with original “Handbook Engineer.” ‘Handbook engineer,” demands of urgent attention. These will all be sent nearly groans the theoretical man with disgust. But, to illustrate at the same time and will be expected to be completed at further; as an example of his varied schedule, an engi- about the same time. The plant engineer with his limited neer trained in mechanical engineering and at present crew tries hard to see that the really vital jobs are attended working in the maintenance field is called upon to design to as soon as possible. Everybody thinks, of course, that and construct some vats for electroplating. The only his own job is the most important and there soon begins a places that he could possibly find information, which his squabble which ultimately results in one general blame curriculum did not cover, pertaining to the desired com- placed upon the maintenance department. A capable plant position of lining and fittings for the vat are in chemical engineer will usually sense these jobs before they are ac- handbooks, or by consulting an authority who would tually needed and will regulate his work so that any fric- charge for his services—services that the maintenance man _ tion is kept at a minimum. 
is paid to render at his own expense. With this comparatively short resume of the plant engi- The vocation of maintenance engineering is not mas- neer’s activities I hope that it can be readily seen that the tered in a single year, or even in five years, after gradua- maintenance field is one of many good openings, develop- tion from school, but is a continuous process of learning ments, a chance to see one’s self, and a real challenge to that extends throughout a lifetime. In a number of ways the young engineer—a challenge without glory. 
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2 ) pe Concocting Knives 
LIN (78 & e At # 
Ns ty Arne V. Larson, mech! 43 

ees is, to me, one of the most fascinat- quite desirable excepting that they are difficult to forge 

ing and enjoyable hobbies that I have yet undertaken. and hence must be shaped entirely by grinding. 

It is a great satisfaction, indeed, to design and construct The length of the cutting edge of the blade is entirely 

a knife that is pleasing to look at as well as serviceable. up to the tastes of the individual, a convenient length be- 

The type of knife that I have been making is that com- ing a 4-inch blade for a general purpose knife. Some 

monly known as a “hunting-knife” or “camping-knife.” hunting knives have blades up to 8 or 10 inches long, but 

Other types could be made by following the same gen- a shorter blade is much more convenient for a camp-knife 

eral principles. or for the hunting that is done in this region. 

A knife is made up of three distinctly separate parts. The guard is made from a piece of sheet brass through 

The blade or tang is the part of the knife that does the which a rectangular hole has been punched. This guard 

actual cutting. Next comes the guard which may or may is slipped on the blade from the handle end before the 

not be used, but which is generally used to prevent one’s handle is put on. Then, when the handle is in place, it 

fingers from being slashed. Lastly is the handle. Any of holds the guard from coming off. 

these parts may be varied as to shape, size and material. The handle is perhaps the most difficult part of the 

Good Materials for a Knife knife to make. More time will be consumed and more 

The desirable qualities of a knife as regards materials varied results will be gotten than with any other portion 

should be considered. The blade should be made of a of the knife. Attaching the handle to the blade presents 

material which is sufficiently hard to hold an edge, yet probably the greatest problem to be encountered. A few 

which is tough enough to prevent chipping or cracking. simple, but effective, methods of attaching handles to 

Material should be selected which is rust and discolor re- blades will be discussed. 

sistant. The simplest method is to rivet the handle directly to 

The guard is almost always made of brass due to the the blade. The handle is composed of two flat pieces of 

resistance of this metal to oxidation. The handle can be wood, fiber, or horn, which are placed one on each side of 

made of anything that can be shaped easily and which the blade with rivets put through both the handles and 

has a good appearance. It should not be affected by blood the blade. This is the most standard means of connecting 

or other materials which may come into contact with the the handle to the blade. 

knife. Lightness is also desirable. Wood, plastic, fiber, Another very suitable method is to rivet an ordinary 

leather, horn, and aluminum are commonly used for this bolt (say % inch diameter) to the blade and then place 

purpose. layers of materials (much the shape of washers) on the 

Method of Construction bolt, the layers being drawn tight by means of a nut or 

The method of constructing a knife is, in general, as bolster on the end of the bolt. A slot is cut into the bolt 

follows. For the blade, select a piece of carbon steel or before being riveted to the blade, thus giving a much 

alloy steel and bring it to the desired shape by either forg- smoother job. With this arrangement, washers made from 

ing or grinding, or both. Blades can be conveniently wood, plastic, fiber, or leather, and with the different ar- 

made from old flat files, cross-cut saws, or hack saw blades. tangements, very many combinations of color and shape 

The thickness of the blade when finished may be from may be had. This type of handle is the nicest appearing 

1/16 to 1/8 inch depending on the materials used and the of any, but is also the hardest to construct and requires 

purpose for which the knife is intended. The blade should the most time as well. 

be thick enough to withstand any tendency to bend or One very satisfactory combination is to have a handle 

buckle when being used. A fairly rigid blade is desirable. made of layers of fiber of different colors and fastened 

Blades made from files or ordinary carbon steel saws have with an aluminum or brass bolster. Fiber is not affected 

a tendency to rust if left wet, but this disadvantage is by oil, water, or blood and is very serviceable as well as 

counterbalanced by the other advantages; ie., ease of very attractive. 

shaping or forging, ease of sharpening, and ability to One other method of fastening handles to blades is to 

be heat-treated and tempered. High-speed steel hack saw bronze-weld a piece of a bolt directly to the blade, leav- 

blades, while quite brittle and hard to shape, do not rust ing the threaded end free. Then make the handle from a 

and may be used on acid fruits without serious discolora- solid bar of aluminum or plastic material. It is fastened 

tion. These blades hold a very good edge also and are (coftiiued on pagecs4) 
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Six of the WISCONSIN ENGI- 

NEER’S best contributors are grad- . . 

uating this year. Jerry Baird, the R E T I R I N G 
retiring editor, Doug Bainbridge, aL 
Rog. Lescohier, Arne Larson, Bob 

Daane and Dick Roth. 

These are ne boys that’ have Daane are probably responsible to ROGER LESCOHIER kept the magazine running and who Dick R L hi . hy f. : ick. og Lescohier is another o 
have contributed a large share of Summers have been busy for Dick. spring of Madison West High. 
the articles for the last few years. His first summer, he and a friend While there he played tennis, was 

Bob Daane was interviewed as a took a 1913 Model T Ford to Can- in the orchestra, worked on the 
Phi Kappa Phi initiate last month. ada, and spent the summer fishing, stage crew, and was active in the 
Bob has been official cartoonist for hunting, swimming, etc. The Ford chemistry club. (“Active” does not 
the WISCONSIN ENGINEER for was a bit spasmodic at times, but it necessarily mean that he was a re- the last year and you all have seen agent.) 

his work. He has also been respon- When he came to the University, 
sible for some of those jokes ap- A - he wasn’t satisfied with sieuibexship 
pearing in “Static.” a a — in just the A.I.Ch.E., so he brave- 

Arne Larson was written up in a . ee ly marched into the midst of the 
the January issue, as being one of ae - : o . oo S.A.E.’s mechanicals and joined up 
the more active students. Arne was a | _ ce there. The members forgot he was 
the fellow who took over “Alumni . 7 oo : a ef S a chemical long enough to elect him 
Notes” last year and won an honor- oe eg oe vice-chairman. 
able mention at the E.C.M.A. na- -— 7 : Rog has had some profitable sum- 
tional convention. He stopped at oe oe a | S mers. The first summer was spent 
nothing for information about grad- oo /_ with Research Products Corpora- 
uates, even threatening to date Pat . : _ - — oe tion, working on rubber research. Hyland’s daughter if he wouldn’t LDL 

Born in Beloit, high school in OS _ - _— | 
Phoenix, Arizona, and college in DICK ROTH oo _ = a | 

Madison—that’s the essence of the got them there and back and one ol a : a Pe 
education of Dick Roth, senior me- couldn’t ask more of a Cadillac. 4 = oo. 7 | 

chanical. His second summer was spent in a . | . ee 
Dick hails from America. That’s the pattern shop of the Gardner = _ = io. 

about the only limit that can be put Machine Company of Beloit. Dur- : a . 2 : 
on his origin. Although he was ing his third summer, he operated a 4 er oe 
born in Beloit, Wisconsin, he spent planer all night, 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., : i. So 8 
seven semesters of high school edu- at the same company. What a relief = __ 
cation at Phoenix and ended up to get back to school and rest. r - i 

back in Beloit. In the fall of 1939, Dick will get his degree in Sep- Fe So a ‘ So 

he entered the University of Wis- tember so that if the ENGINEER ee — oe 
consin College of Engineering, and is published during the summer (as — 
decided to concentrate on mechani- seems probable) humor by Roth ROG LESCOHIER 

cal engineering. will still be there. He enjoyed the work so much that 
He engaged in various activities His main hobbies are hunting, he decided to stay out of school for 

while in high school, having played fishing and working on old cars. a while and didn’t return until Feb- 
football and baseball and worked in His favorite subject at the Univer- ruary. 

the Spanish Club. He claims most sity was Mechanics 3, determinate His second summer was with In- 
of his Spanish has been forgotten. and. indeterminate structures. ternational Harvester, first of Mil- 

Here at the University he boxed After graduation, he hopes to en- waukee and then with the St. Paul 
for one year, engaged in intramural ter the Army Corps of Engineers, plant. Again forgetting he was a 
sports and for the past year has and he would like to stay in the chemical, he worked on tool design 
edited the “Static.” The jokes Army, or at least in the Reserves, drafting. 
which can’t be pinned on Bob after the war. His third summer was spent with 
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He is a member of Triangle fra- 8 
ternity and has been chapter editor 

8 | A F F and vice-president. The Mining 

Club elected him secretary as a 

sophomore and vice-president as a 

junior. A good share of his time 

‘ ‘ t R » hi 
the Standard Oil Company of Cali- Bainbridge is an outdoor man. He 6 devoted fo uch Jaezet fu a“ 

se : ; x g sistant, who is managing editor of 

fornia in San Francisco. The work is proficient at all outdoor winter ‘ : 
: . . . the Daily Cardinal. 

must have been good, as he is go- sports, but enjoys skiing and ice : 
z ‘ . - . Doug spent his last two summers 
ing back there after graduation. He boating the most. During Christ- . ‘ 

: , . with the General Electric Company, 
will stay here at Madison for a mas vacation two years ago Doug . . : . 

: ; &. ioe one doing physical testing in the 
while and will work for several and several of his friends drove out 

. . Schenectady plant, and the other as 
weeks with Professor Hougen on to Sun Valley, Idaho. After enjoy- ‘ ‘ 

. : .. a trouble shooter and investigator 
WPB thermodynamics research. ing the skiing and the scenery for : : 

: . in the metallurgical lab at Lynn, 
His honors here include Phi Eta a week they headed back for Wis- Massachusetts. He will be going 

Sigma, Sophomore High Honors consin. When they hit a blizzard , 3 : 
AT LE 7 ws d Id hh lled f back to G. E. after graduation this 

-LCh.E. . Junior Scholarship anda co i ek € car e © he month to do research in the metal- 
award, Phi Lambda Upsilon and tee! ‘erystals: 1h the! gas’ tne -as the lurgical laboratories in Schenectady. 

Tau Beta Pi. All this in spite of a 
mere 2.96 grade point average. _. JEROME E. BAIRD 

Hobbies for Rog include building A Quin © Jerome Emmet Joseph Baird, that 

model boats with gas engines. His Jay Na ee i little red-headed met running 

pride and joy is a 30-inch plywood as 8 around in the track meets, is the re- 

job, powered with a one-third horse- = 8 Pp tiring editor of the WISCONSIN 

power Forrester engine. He would : _  @ _ ENGINEER. For one whole year 

build gas model airplanes but feels - a if. Jerry planned and produced the 

they would crack up too easily, so me _ ee — magazine, the last semester without 

he confines his airplane work to rub- |. - 2 -_— @ fo an associate editor after Herb 

ber power. oO —_— i. a Blocki was inducted. 
Rog doesn’t believe in being nar- 7 __ — Madison is his home town. He 

row-minded, as his brother is a re- i aa — went to Madison West High, where 

cently graduated lawyer, and his  - a - so many of our more brilliant stu- 

dad ds head of the economics: de: - : J dents started. Cross-country run- 

partment. Imagine the arguments 2 —_ é ning began to take up a good deal 
he had with his brother. _ ‘ S of time even in high school. He also 

Easter was a momentous occasion al b M4 did a class assignment or two. 

to him for he was engaged to Ruth DOUG B — heel stand go for 
Wutke of Milwaukee, a phar- Oo AINBRIDGE continued on page ) 

macy major. Now he’s wondering mercury dipped to 50 degrees below 

what to do about his 1930 model A, zero. They coaxed the car into the i ‘ ; 

“Daisy.” nearest town where they were com- as 

é fortably lodged in the local jail as — 

DOUGLAS BAINBRIDGE they only had enough money left oo fee 
E—r—(i‘(‘<; Cr 

Doug Bainbridge, senior metal- to buy gas back to Madison. a . ey 
. m 8 Le 

lurgist, has been an excellent fea- Each winter Doug has built an * i... ek 

ture writer on the staff for the past iceboat on Lake Mendota and has #) ~ 2 be 

three years. His accomplishments spent many hours enjoying the win- 2 on a S 

vary from articles on patents and tery gales that sweep across the lake 4 To 

spectroscopy to interviews of stu- and chill Langdon Street. He is also 2 oe 
dents and campus notes. His efforts pretty active in summer. He says ee e 

were rewarded with a service key he has climbed all of the important 7 

last January. mountain peaks in the New England 

Doug came to Wisconsin from area and has spent weeks in the des- j 

Scotia, New York, (a suburb of olate wilds of northern Canada on 

Schenectady) playing on his piccolo canoe trips. Photography and sail- | 

and joined the University band on boating are also numbered among & 

his arrival. his hobbies. JERRY BAIRD 
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ARBORETUM ... deal of the planting and heavier construction, such as 

(coritinued’ from page 7) grading, building roads, ponds, and dams, and erecting 

deceased were pulled up under his chin. With the alter- the (Olbtieh sbtiahtes 2b avetage of 10/baysworked af a . . the area until November of 1941, when the camp was dis- 
native style, only the bones were buried, the flesh having 

: 5 5 banded. Thus the development was a great deal better 
left them previously due to a previous temporary burial. : 5 

5 than would otherwise be possible. The CCC camp was 
The mounds are linear, round, and oval, as well as shaped . : . : to represent birds and animals under two administrations; the National Parks Service 

P . ee provided the equipment, and the Army provided food, 

Conception and Development housing, and clothing for the personnel. P Pp: 8 g P 

In 1910, John Nolen, a city planner, published a report The Arboretum is being developed from the ecological 

entitled “Madison, a Model City.” This report suggested standpoint. That is, the associations of various types of 
that the University recognize the scientific, practical, and trees are placed on soils most adapted to them, and also 
esthetic values of the open-air horticultural laboratories in such a position that they will blend into the adjacent 

that had elsewhere proven themselves useful. However, associations. Each of these associations must be large 

this suggestion was practically forgotten until 1925, when enough to be truly representative, therefore a considerable 

Michael Olbrich, a prominent Madison attorney, became area is needed for the entire Arboretum. A considerable 

a member of the Board of Regents. Mr. Olbrich had portion is an oak-hickory woodland, the type most com- 

previously organized the Madison Parks Foundation. mon to southern Wisconsin. But other types of associa- 
When the city bought the present Michael B. Olbrich tions are also being developed. These include an area of 
park from this organization, the money was used by the jack-pine, a tamarack bog, a hard maple woodland, a juni- 

Foundation to begin the Arboretum. Mr. Olbrich was per hillside, a ravine of hemlock, marsh areas, an area of 
very enthusiastic about this project. He was interested in southern hardwoods, prairie areas, and associations of rea 
the out-of-doors, and in making it possible for everybody and white pine, white spruce, black spruce and balsam, 
to appreciate its natural beauty. In 1927, the Board of and many others. 

Regents appropriated a considerable sum of money to be A Wisconsin prairie area is being developed as a uni ie le 
used to purchase “land adjoining Lake Wingra and the fyi P e h PI Sug 

ying open mat between several of the other associations. 
Nakoma Golf Course for a forest preserve, arboretum, Progress on this 80 acre area has been necessarily slow 
and wildlife refuge, when and as available ” But ac > nt b littl sk b iri i but 
Michael Olbrich, champion of conservation, passed on in ecause ame Was Snown about prailie Bestorattony “ 1929 before any land was actually bought. It may be that after several planting methods have been tried, a satis- 

: : any l9 . y Bot wee factory technique is being worked out. When the Uni- 
this untimely event further delayed the actual beginning, versity acquired this area, it was badly infested with quack 
b LJ. W. s i j i wre was y at Gok Je W Jackson soon was pushing the project with grass and ragweed. However, as development proceeded, 
the same fervor of his late predecessor. Thus on July 23 ; 1932. the first te ¢ ly 150 ied d these weeds became less, and on the better soils, Kentucky 

» Me best tract oF nearly acres was acquired, an blue grass made its appearance, while Canada blue grass 
before the close of that year, leftovers of real estate ven- 5 . . ' ited which b ht th 1 4 came in on the more depleted soils. Here it was proven r 
mares Were acquires: When Prought ‘the tote 2 BP tore i that certain types of weeds flourish when they are dis- 240 acres. The means by which the University came into f . . turbed, although they tend to die out if left alone. Also, 
possession of the present acreage are varied. In 1933, 190. di fi: isdie buzai lly ; . . it was discovered that periodic burning actually improves 
acres were purchased, as were 72 more in 1934. In 1935, ceria, erasses 
12 acres of Nakoma “outlots” were taken over. In 1936 , 
saw the Arboretum grow considerably, when 90 acres were A large part of the marsh in the eastern part of the Ar- 
deeded to the University, 190 acres were presented as a boretum was under water at the time of the government 

gift, and another four and one-half acres of outlots added. Survey in 1834. Lake Wingra was largely filled in at the 
In 1937, the 35 acre strip along Monroe Street, connecting !™¢ of the Ice Age, but nevertheless has been filling in 
the Conklin Park playground, as well as some 55 acres of _ Since that time as a result of the erosion of the surround- 

marsh in the Lake Forest area. A 20 acre tract, including 18 hills. This action was partly responsible for the rais- 

a heavily wooded knoll, east of the Fish Hatchery Road, 18 of the marsh above water-level. Also, a real estate 
was added in 1938 to establish the present eastern limits CO™Pany lowered the level of the lake to improve the land 
of the area. The 200 acre Grady farm was added in 1940, 1 has platted in the Lake Forest (“Lost City”) area, and 
bringing the total area of the Arboretum to the nearly dredged the creek draining the lake. The marl was piled 
1140 acres which it now embraces. Actual work was started upon the marsh. When the University took over, the 
on the area in 1933 by relief crews, and it was officially creeks were again dammed, thus restoring the lake level, 

dedicated on June 14, 1934, when it was less than half its and the marsh improved by further dredging. This area 
present size. has been developed into a region for the waterfowl, as 

aoa. . . numerous lagoons and beaches of various types of mate- ’ A Civilian Conservation Corps camp was established os rial, such as sand, gravel, peat, and clay have been devel- 

the siiaiatan hone An old barn on the area was remodeled oped. It is here that studies are made of their influence 
into a mess hall for th e boys, and the accompanying farm on natural bird foods and bird use. 
house was converted into an office. The CCC did a great (continued on page 29) 
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e T f tin! ons Of Tin: 

Boe years telephone cables have been spliced in the System with the result that 600,000 pounds of tin 
avery satisfactory way. But the solder joint contained and an even greater amount of lead can be saved in 
40 per cent war-vital tin. a normal year’s construction. 

So Bell System men devised a new type of joint This is another example of the nation-wide coop- 
which saves up to 80 per cent of the solder. A “Vic- eration of Bell System people in fulfilling their ideal 
tory Joint” they called it. —service to the nation in peace or war. 

The new technique has been adopted throughout 

O_O Av ff fag WJ 
wa RH 
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ALASKA-BOUND ... 
(continued from page 11) . i. op, 

states. By April 1, however, the bulldozers had arrived. oe , fi . 

Now let us watch the different work gangs in action. ses ete ; je J - 

Directly behind the locating parties that blazed the cen- a ao bt or ah he of 6 see 

terline of the roadway with red flags, came the clearing - ae eee Wie 

party. One 15 ton bulldozer followed this centerline and el ve eos “ at 
pushed over trees thirty inches and up in diameter. The . 5 py re ; = 

soil of this region is mostly of clay with a thin layer of . rs © 11) 

black soil. The trees are shallow rooted and offer little oe pm A coal : = 4 Co Doe 

resistance to these charging tanks. The clearing tool on —- | iG 2 

the bulldozer first cuts the surface roots and then the full nm i . 

might of the machine reels over the tree which may be as co cae a ss J 4 

high as 100 feet. Following on each side of this first ma- — - Le 

chine, are two similar machines. Together they clear a a _ — |. 

path 60 to 70 feet wide through the wilderness. a oe _ _ -_-. 

Behind the bulldozers comes the construction gang. seaee ee ' ee 

These men construct the culverts, which are creosoted Loading Gravel, Which Is Plentiful Along the 

pine, and put up the smaller bridges. Attached to this Highway Route 

gang is one heavy Pontoon company aR teOoes. sen cop. The speed limit on this defense link is 25 miles per 
throw bridges across wide rivers until permanent bridges : . Pi 
can be created. hour and 10 miles per hour over the bridges. Every mile 

; ; on this road has its milepost. This permits the exact loca- 
Following the construction gang comes the crew engag- ‘ ‘ 3 

ae . : : tions of working crews and accidents. 
ing in ditchdigging, rough grading and corduroying. Cor- . 

duroying is very important as a foundation in passing One of the factors that made the maintenance depart- 

over muskeg swamps or wet areas. In extremely wet places, ment breathe more easily was the lack of snow this part 

corduroys eight logs in depth and twelve miles in length of Canada. The region is known as the Light Snow Belt, 

have been constructed. Because of the small trees that for no heavy winds prevail here. The men are on guard, 

grow in swampy places, it is very hard to obtain wood at however, for any freak storms. 

times. In some areas, the logs have been carried sixteen Along the Alcan Highway are many springs. In winter 

miles. The rough grading is usually performed by tractor- these springs do not freeze, but rather they throw their 

graders and the cuts and fills are scraped by 12 cubic yard water onto the roadbed where it freezes and slows up the 
carryalls. traffic for miles. There is no way of preventing these 

The remainder of the four companies are scattered floods or seepages, but the iced roads can be cleared by 
along some thirty to forty miles behind, engaging in wid- several means. One way is to blast the ice loose, but this 

ening narrow places, and placing gravel to form a level method aiso destroys some of the road. One can also lay 

road bed. Far in the rear come the civilians under the 2 corduroy road down over the ice permitting the passage 

direction of the Public Roads Administration. These civ- of vehicles. In some regions, heavy and thick ruts are 

ilians widen the road to twenty-four feet, put in steel and made into the wood. Through these ruts the big trucks 
trestle bridges, and relocate the road in some sectors. crawl, avoiding the icy inclines and curves. 

These men also clean up the debris that is usually piled In a region of much water, bridge maintenance is con- 

high on the sides of the highway. sidered very important. Each spring, every wooden bridge 

The equipment that one such Engineering Regiment will be washed out, so crews are kept at all river crossings 

has, is listed below: cutting duplicate parts. This is because the earth is at a 

20—D-8 Diesel bulldozers temperature of 50° F. below zero, and serves as an icebox. 

24—D-4 and R-4 tractors and trailers for their Gradually the two ice shelves approach each other from 

transportation top and bottom. The water between them is forced out 

90—Dump trucks and may destroy a bridge. 

20—Jeeps Never before had man depended on machines as much 

2—One-half cubic yard shovels as on the Alcan Highway work. As in Russia, our lubri- 

1—Truck crane cants froze up and parts got brittle and broke when 

6—12 cubic yard carryalls strained under heavy loads. When these machine parts 

6—Graders broke, the machines had to be left idle since no repair or 

1—Portable sawmill duplicate parts were carried along. All repair shops were 

2—Pile drivers located at a quartermaster supply depot, hence broken 

Water purifiers and one electric light plant machines had to be towed many miles. 

Maintenance of the Alcan Highway A large majority of headaches for the maintenance men 

Few people realize that the Alcan Highway has a speed- (continued on page 26) 
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These are excerpts from letters actually received at one eg ay Se SSS = ZZ Ww 

of the offices of a government relief organization: 7 S Ss —— ££ 
? Sie lO 

Sirs: I am forwarding my marriage certificate and my Ry & ees 

two children. RR iS tele ee: 

I am writing to say that my baby was born two years ae Lufkin Chrome Clad Steel 

old. When do I get my money? ¢ 5 Tapes are today’s out- 

Unless I get my husband’s money soon I will be forced XS i) standing value. Jet black 

to live an immortal life. 1) rt Ns A markings are easy to read 

I am sending my marriage certificate and six children. ATs purasl ‘ against the satin chrome 

I have seven. One dies which was baptised on 14 sheet of q vs 3 surface that won't rust, 

paper by Rev. Thomas. 7 crack, chip or peel. 

My husband has been in charge of spitoon (platoon) WRITE FOR CATALOG 

so now do I get my money? : 

Please find out for certain if my husband is dead. The T 

man I am living with now won’t eat anything or do any- ound eae LF weKIN fpuLe Co. aero ne Ree oe Le 
thing until he knows for certain. SGT Si olka 

Oh, I am very annoyed to find out that you have TAPES — RULES — PRECISION TOOLS 

branded my oldest son as illiterate. This is a dirty sham 

as I married his father a week before he was born. i —— am 

In answer to your letter I have given birth to a boy ° “— 

weighing ten pounds. I hope this is satisfactory. / BRI DGE OF SHIPS a. 

fF + THE ATLANTIC 

| se 2 

i Wty 2) ” MO a i ea 

i Neg eee KO ZT 
| Tl a Va Sager 

, ee Nal SY: ees aS‘ The latest figures announced by the U. S. 
| q (NS 7 NE, YA . Bey ich 8 
i Xa OE at ed, /. | bn Maritime Commission indicate that more 

| Ld foe OER Ql than 44,000,000 tons of NEW ships will be 
| ke Nee 4 Ce -j 7 uN “ put in operation by the end of 1944—many 

| WA or iy om {i i aw of them with B&W Boilers. 

~ batts —— When this Bridge Across the Atlantic has 
served its vital war-time purpose and these 

{ ships return to normal pursuits, B&W will 
_ __, be in a better position than ever before to 

. “am vo serve you who choose the power industry 
The night the marines landed in the Solomons, a ma- > as your life’s work. 

rine sergeant was praising his corps to the skies. An army 

captain finally interrupted. “Don’t forget,” he said, “that : ie reaphere aoe ee 

when a marine goes into battle there are ten soldiers on “Bs and the Mearns 

one side of him and ten sailors on the other.” “M” which fly over their plants. 

The marine raised himself to his full six feet one and 

came to attention. THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY... 05 LIBERTY STREET... NEW YORK. N. ¥. 

“Sir,” he retorted, “that’s the proper proportion.” fpessiesdn tage 2 BABCOCK & WILCOX 
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ARBORETUM ... raphy. This is a trick of landscaping in which the low 
(continued from page 20) spots are planted with low growing trees or even left bare, 

Soil Studies and Planning while the hills are planted with trees that will grow tall, 
A research fellow made a soil study of the entire area thus accentuating the heights, giving the most desirable 

so as to determine the plants best suited to each part of effect. . 
it. This study disclosed that there are twenty-four soil Maps and Co-ordinate System 
types on the area. The methods of making soil studies In planning the Arboretum and in controlling the experi- 
are very ingenious and interesting. To obtain what are ments going on there, a great number and variety of maps 
known to the horticulturist as “soil profiles,” pits large are required. A master plan shows the Arboretum as 
enough for a man to work in are dug to a considerabie _ it will appear at some time in the future, when all desir- 
depth, usually about six feet. Then on one face that has able land has been acquired and all the planting and con- 
been trimmed smooth and perfectly vertical, the thick- struction completed. All areas and plant associations are 
nesses of the various types of topsoil and mantle are meas- designated on this map. An interesting system of co-ordi- 
ured. This data, along with the co-ordinates of the pits nates has been developed to make it possible to accurately 
and the soil types (which are determined by analysis of keep records on all the plants that are being studied. 
samples) are carefully recorded and interpreted on a soil Each government section is divided into the usual quate 
map. To complete the map, thousands of earth borings ters and quarter-quarters (160 and 40 acres respectively). 
are made, thus keeping a check on the profiles and fur- Then the “forties” are in turn divided into ten-acre plots, 
uishing a means of establishing the boundaries betwees, with these in turn being divided into four parts of two and 
the various types. A carefully made soil map, when used one-half acres each. The corners of each of these small 
in conjunction with a contour map, is an indispensable aid plots is marked by a concrete monument with the PEoper 
to the planning of the plantings, as well as in studying the co-ordinate numbers marked on it. When an observer 
possibilities of “conditioning” the soil. The latter is done wishes to make a report on a certain planting, he can in- 
by adding limestone fragments, litter, leaf mold, or vari- dicate its location on a specially prepared report-sheet 
ous other materials as the circumstances may require. map which shows all the land subdivisions. 

The study of soil changes presents an interesting re- Planting maps are made to the scale of 1/”=20’. By us- 
search problem. The fundamental concepts are that the ing a map of such scale, it is possible to accurately locate 
flora will adapt itself to the conditions of soil type, topog- each tree, and thus keep a check on it. The stadia method 
raphy, disturbance, changes in light and air, and other is generally utilized to lay out these planting areas. The 
factors, and also that the soil itself will change due to the planting maps are generally tied in to the co-ordinate sys- 
effect of the flora. Thus it can be seen that soil changes tem. Maps are also used to locate the bounds of gtass and 
and flora changes are interdependent in a very complex wildflower planting. It is very important to be able to lo- 
manner, and that the Arboretum, over a period of years cate these areas accurately both on maps and on the 
and even generations, will be the site of a continual re- ground, so that the observers can be sure of getting the 
search project that will some day yield conclusive evi- tight plantings when making their rounds. An example 
dence on many questions of soil and flora changes. It of this situation is locating the experimental plots and the 
might be noted in passing that the general conditions corresponding control areas when making the grass burn- 
existing in Wisconsin favor woods. Thus if the soil were ing tests. It is obvious that if mistakes were made in such 
left undisturbed for any period of years, it would tend to locations, the conclusions of the experiment would be in 
go to trees. Some examples of the interdependency of error. 
flora and soil changes which are being checked upon fol- When some grading work is to be done, a contour map 
low here. It seems quite well established that pine trees of one-foot intervals is prepared, showing the original 
tend to build up an acid soil as a result of the decaying of contours as broken lines, and the proposed finish contours 
their needles on the ground. Black walnut has an ex- as solid lines. In another case, a map was prepared of the 
tremely toxic effect upon the soil. It must therefore be marsh area at the eastern end of Lake Wingra to deter- 
planted sparingly among other trees, or the soil will even- mine how proposed dredging operations would disturb 
tually not grow anything, not even black walnut. The red existing plants and trees. From this map, it was possible 
maple has a beneficial effect upon the soil. It brings up to work out the design of the lagoons and beaches for the 
potash to its leaves from the subsoil, and when the leaves shorebirds and migratory waterfowl without wasting plants fall on the ground and decompose, they add the potash to that could be used in the design. Maps and plans were 
the topsoil. necessary for the CCC camp when it was established. In 

Not only must the soil type be studied in determining preparing all these maps, the stadia method of survey is 
plantings, but the topography must be taken into consid- often used, although the plane table has been used in 
eration. Red pine will grow on the drier summits of hills, | some instances. 
but white pine must be situated on the slopes where there At the present time the class in Topographic Surveying, 
is more water available in the soil. A jack-pine must have under the direction of Professor Ray S. Owen, is survey- 
a light sandy soil, while a white spruce should have a clay ing and mapping the 200 acre Grady tract. Each student 
to grow on. Planting is used also to exaggerate the topog- (continued on page 36) 
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bene be ee ad ee (continued from page 23) bake Ce te at = ae ee ae A Negro accused of making moonshine 
S A vo 7 co Bi ee was asked if he pleaded guilty, “Yes, I 

io oe i‘ 3 ‘ ee ie Bre. CG i oe pleads guilty and waives de hearin’.” 

; ca oe x "i eee ss we eae y “ e “I mean I don’ wan’ to hear no more 

< ons i we ee eet “oe Meg t s 4 a ve After the fall of their homeland, a lot of 
pais Mia Baka nt gat Sue ake Polish sailors were assigned to British de- 

Penne CE Aaa Pio. 8 Pe e ee | stroyers before they were given ships of Bin ere) eos A r ti eee their own. One of these destroyers came 
par bee SAR ie _— LY ih A ty nan ial upon a Nazi submarine on the surface, ram- 
en ate pe ter <a, Dehe|t E | - : ee med it, and sank it. The captain ordered 
i fat ie a tal oad ac a ep se ren ° the Nazis who were floating about in the 

Se 8 See RE 2. lowe. id he never saw many Nazi seamen. ie ee. Foe Oe aa ar a eG ie sca ee fi sa Ss: : so y e 
iene aN, : ae a A Zz iOS Tee i sxe “& His crew kept pulling them out of the water 

See ne Se ae ; Bisciec. aint aussie at an incredible rate. The mystery was solved 
Me calico aii Hes when the captain chanced to look over at 

Live Trucks Are Useful When the Mud Gets Deep the opposite rail. Just as quickly as the Eng- 
lish sailors were pulling the Nazis out of the 
water on one side, the Poles were dumping 

ALCAN HIGHWAY... them overboard again on the other. 
(continued from page 22) 

came from the Chinooks. They are warm winds which ~ 2 8 
sweep over Alaska from the shores of Japan. Overnight Army intelligence officers on Guadalcanal offered a 
they can melt a snow-drift ten feet high and thaw the bounty of $100 each for live Japanese prisoners. Soon the ground so fast that the roads become a sea of soft mud. soldiers began streaming in with so many ‘prisoners ‘that 

Perhaps not known to very many people are the per army funds neared exhaustion, and a colonel questioned manent ice lenses of this region. They are called lenses a sergeant to find out how the Nipponese had been so 
because they form on the side of a hill in the form of a easily captured. “Oh,” said the sergeant, “that’s easy. 
convex mirror. They were formed many years ago by the Those marines out in the bush haven’t heard about this glaciers on their passage over this region. These lenses offer so we buy Japs from them for $5 apiece.” 
must be avoided in road work for, if the moss or other 
vegetable insulation is removed, the melted water might 7? 
play havoc with the road. Great care was taken in build- The old Negro laundress came one day with a tale of 
ing the Alcan on the higher side of these lenses. woe. “Cheer up, Mandy,” said her mistress consolingly. As Canada has many streams and swamps, the drainage STherey ne wee worrying.” 
problem was a major one in the selection of the roadbed. “How come dere’s no use in worryin’?” she demanded. 
Because steel could not be transported with ease, a new “When de good Lawd send me tribulation He ’spect me to 
type of culvert was used. It was made of creosoted Jack- tribulate, ain’t He?” 
pine produced in Canada. These culverts were braced on oo 
the inside and they performed the yeoman service in car- 
rying away the drainage water. This one’s about a little chap of eight who recently went 

Expense of the Alcan Highway to Boston to visit Grandmother, making the train journey 
This 1,650 miles of highway will cost the United States all alone in a day coach. When he arrived, he reported 

government approximately $65,000,000—the price of a that the trip had been uneventful, except for a strange 
35,000 ton battleship. encounter with a sailor. It seems that Mother had put 

Enough credit cannot be given to the Corps of Engi- him on the train and then a nice lady had sat down beside 
neers for their great work. For war, we have a great de- him. He and the lady talked for a long time, and then the 
fensive highway; for peace, a road through the wilderness train stopped and lots and lots of sailors got on. Then 
which should increase the tourist trade to Alaska. Per- they rode for a long time and pretty soon the train stop- 
haps if we had let the P.R. A. build the road, it would ped and the nice lady got off. “And then,” the child told 
have taken them years, for money did not build this road. his Grandmother, bewilderment in his voice, “one of the 
It was men toiling every day for fourteen hours. sailors acted real mad. He came over and said to me, 

Yes, let the Engineers do it. They did, in seven months, ‘Listen you little weasel, you might have told us that babe 
20 days. wasn’t your mother’.” 
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rs fashionable in some quarters to signal glassware required for planes and 
talk of America as a nation that lets ships. Chemical industries are getting 

clever people like the Germans run necessary quantities of glass piping, acid \ 
circles around it in technical skill. We pumps, and glass mechanical parts that \ Va 
have a hunch the idea comes from Dr. replace scarce metal alloys. Even glass \ OR > 
Goebbels’ propaganda factory in Berlin. precision gauges (ring, plug and others) oo ee 
Anyway, it’s not true. are now being produced that are in many ““YQU HAVE DONE A GOOD JOB OF SENDING GLASS To WAR” 

In the glass field, for example, America W4YS Superior to ones made of steel. 
was surprisingly well prepared for war. These are just a few of the war-impor- 
Take Laboratory glassware, vital in the tant items flowing out of Corning today. 
manufacture of dyes, explosives, foods, The main point is that when the national 
and fany war supplies, as vor as to need anos Corning fesearchy Had al- 

ealth. In 1914 we depended upon ady explore: je Ings at non- 
Germany for this material. But in TO1s critical glass could do to replace ma- 
Corning developed Pyrex brand lab- terials vital to war effort and was ready 
oratory ware and now this country needs to lly p. Yes, to me eager glass is 
German glass no more than it needs Le tore ne sien the and promises to 
German wheat! a war'is Over. 

. , ae That’s why the best advice we can ‘ _ means 
Despite war’ s demand, Corning is Keep: think of for you is this: Keep up- 
ing pace with laboratory ware, insula- to-date on glass! Corning Glass s 
tors, communication equipment, and Works, Corning, New York. e S €arc nm ass 
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Societies Elect Officers... 

Edited by Bill Haas, c'45 

POLYGON ACTIVITIES office. Last spring the Board initiat- The next meeting of the club 
Polygon Board, prevented by the ed the policy of placing their re- will be on May 5, and although no- 

war from sponsoring the Engineer- serve funds in investments that will body knows what the dinner is to 
ing Exposition scheduled for this aid the war effort by buying a $500 consist of, those members who have 
year, has undertaken other projects war bond. This year the Board in- a definite liking for Polish sausage 
to promote extra-curricular activi- tends to invest its remaining funds and sauerkraut (or should this be 
ties and to raise money for the en- in keeping with this policy. called liberty cabbage?), will be in giheees. dems ts aaee ara for a real treat. 

The Board began its 1942-43 pro- ‘ “WARREN ERISKE 
gram with the opening of school ° e 

last fall when it sponsored a joint MINING CLUB A.S.M.E. CONFERENCE 
membership drive for the six pro- Baked ham, the election of new On Apel ie and 13, Group XI Hessians” societies. Av all-ewgivees —ellieens, adh eoloted mavieg Behe =o Bie AGE. held fig wleventh 
ing smoker was held on September lighted the April session of the annual student ‘conference on th 30 to acquaint the engineers with Mining Club, which met in the campus of Northwestern University the activities and officers of the so- M&ME library on Tuesday the at Evanston, Illinois. The head. han 
cieties and supply the societies with fourteenth. The ham, perfectly sea- ters of the eniingss wae Northwest a list of prospective members. The soned by the addition of cloves, ern’s new technological institute - 
Polygon Ball was held November 28 brown sugar, and a ginger ale-raisin college devoted to sel research with Virginia Healy ruling as “Slide sauce, and baked in one of our elec- and sdicacion, 
Rule Queen.” Arrangements for tric furnaces, was prepared under The morning of April 21 
special financial aid to societies with- the direction of George Pazik whose spent in registerin ant if jas _ 
out sufficient funds to carry on their finesse in culinary art cannot be de- tion tours ‘ef the won us. The a 
year’s program was also made last nied. When served with baked po- nical sessions opened in the after. winter. The program of the board tatoes and salad, it made a delicious noon with five speakers from 
was concluded with the Beard Grow- meal, in honor of which George re- different schools speaking on cul 
ing contest, St. Pat’s election and ceived a rousing sky-rocket from jects of an engineerin ee "The 
the Engineers’ Dance. the members. annual banquet was "held i the * : - . e A final accounting of the buttons Election of officers occupied the Georgian Hotel at which Dean Ken- 
and tickets sold shows that the engi- business portion of the meeting and neth Olson of the Northwestern 
neers have put on a campaign this the following were elected: Wally School of Journalism spoke on 
year that has smashed all previous Wollering, president; Jim Hall, “Propaganda and War News.” 
records for St. Pat elections during vice-president; Harvey Zielke, sec- The technical sessions were con- 
non-exposition years. A total of 350 retary; Gordon Benson, treasurer. tinued on the morning of April 13. 
tickets and 4,700 buttons were sold. The movies shown were “The Five more students spoke and our 
The profits of the campaign were Story of Sand” and “Coal and Its own Bob Lanz was chairman. 
divided among the societies accord- Uses.” The former depicted the Luncheon was served at the Geotr- 
ing to the ticket and buttons sales geological deposition of sand and gian Hotel, after which prizes were 
of each one. its modern uses in industry. The lat- awarded to the winning contestants. Polygon Board this year intends ter concerned the manufacture of Karl Pennau of our engineering 
to continue its program through the metallurgical coke and its by-prod- school, who spoke on “Domestic 
summer session and will welcome uct, sulfate of ammonia. Emphasis Stoker Installations,” was awarded 
any suggestions for summer activi- was placed on the uses and advan- fourth prize. 
ties. Such suggestions may be left tages of the sulfate of ammonia as The conference closed on the aft- 
in the WISCONSIN ENGINEER a fertilizer in agriculture. (continued on page 32) 
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The unlocking of the treasure house that lies sealed in a lump of coal has ‘NN aye IPA 
>] b\/ cd 

been called the most fascinating business in America. It touches every in- my 

dustry. That is why Koppers has been called the industry that serves all gen. ee 

— Bs ea 

industry. Here are some materials which Koppers supplies to the chemical K oO p P E R S 

industry . . . . which is only one of dozens of industries it serves in com- 
THE INDUSTRY THAT SERVES ALL INDUSTRY 

parable manner. Koppers Company and Afhliates, Pittsburgh, Pa.



ALUMNI NOTES 

Ay Glenn Jacotsen, ch’ 46 

wank Charles Temlinson ch'44 

Chemicals organization and procedures of various and then 27 weeks of flying. His address KIEWEG, HOMER, MS°33, is. in jobs so that we will be able to go out is Av/c Andrae, R. W., Squadron 113, 
charge of plant projects and develop- with our own units and direct and super- Flight C, AAFCC-SAACC, San Antonio, 
ments for the Commercial Solvents vise engineering work. It gets a bit tir- Texas. 
Corp, Terre Haute, Ind. ing at times just watching and learning, CHRISTESEN, RUSSELL J., ex’43, 

e but our instructors are generally free who was one of the men taken from 

Mechanicals enough of the time to explain and an- school for air service, arrived in San An- 
SLEZAK, LIEUT. COL. JOHN, °23 swer questions. Even vertical and hori- tonio, Texas, on March 18, and is re- 

5 ’ é ’ zontal curves, which I had feared were ported to be in Flight H of Squadron 
District. Deputy Chief of the Chicago fost ito any’ knowledge, came backiee me T10, SAACC. 
Ordnance District, recently presented after a ten-minute discussion with the in- DENT, ARLIE R., ’43, at present with the Army-Navy Production award to the structor. It sure felt good to suddenly the Dravo: Corporation at Pitubureh; an. 

cenpoyees and Fieaeewsent OF id a have those curves come back.” ounces the arrival of a daughter, Kar- worth Company’s Kewanee Works. 
NOVOTNY, CAPT. CHARLES H., ; en Ann; on March 2)... a 

MS'33, has. been transferred from. bat: MG VOGEL, MERTEN M., °43, is junior 
: : or engineer with the Curtis-Wright Corpor- talion commander to assistant chief of 2 Hl 1s ‘ & P 

thé WAI taints beAnch we dhe Srdaanee OH Bor! Fi 4 ation at the St. Louis plant. . , ; AM READ, ROBERT B., ’43, is an ensign 
center, Camp Santa Anita, Arcadia, Cali- 4 4 NI . . “2 
fornia. a / di is the UST es is (eainin at Fort 

ys < face chuyler, the Bronx, New York. 
2 GROSS BOW ORD. Ho 7 wan mat GS te) FORD, HENRY M., ’21, has been tied on March 27 to Miss Ann Taylor _¢ 1 : : ; af Schensemll, NU NY, Wh «oth déintaissioned va. Ustitenarié in the ‘Sea 

Vee Aa ls I] Bees. 

Be] Sean — CHRISTENSEN, N. A., ’28, dean of 
Eh y 4 iM I engineering at Colorado State College of 

a a - & Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, is at 
ida Ge present in government employment on 

s ge research work in arms and armament. 
Ne sa SCHNEIBLE, DOUGLAS E., ’38, has 

left the National Bureau of Standards 

HANSON, WILLIAM, ’42, reported and is with the Public Roads Adminis- 
missing in action. afar the, Pebraney tration in the office at Kansas City, Mis- 

PEASE, LIEUT. RICHARD H., °39, fighting in North Africa, was officially souri. He announces the arrival of a 

was decently killed ia @ “plans Weecle at reported on April 17 to be a prisoner of daughter, Judith, on March 18. 
Géiwén. Field, Boise, Idaho, where he was the Germans. LENZ, ARNO, MS’30, Assistant Pro- 
assistant operations officer and flight in- MILEAGER, RALPH E., ’42, ensign fessor of Civil Engineering at the Uni- 
structor with the army air corps. Pease in the Sea Bees, is on an island in the versity of Wisconsin, announces the birth 
had recently been recommended for a South Pacific, not far from the hot spots. of a daughter, Martha Jean, on Janu- 

captaincy. He writes, via V-mail, “I have been made ary 31, 1943. 
ADAMOWICZ, CHARLES M., 41, hydraulic and water supply engineer for 

a lieutenant (jg) in the Navy, is station- this southern part of the island, which ite 
ed at Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, contains only large city and most service pon a 
Virginia. He is doing ordnance installa- camps. At present have three large de- Yor | By be 
tion aboard naval vessels. signs in fire and am getting world of ex- PROFESSOR oy 

DURZO, ENSIGN FRANK V., °42, perience in long pipe line design, plus ¥, pce) 
is attending Ordnance School at the small dam design, plus a good deal of —— FF wa 
Navy Yard at Washington, D. C. hydraulic investigation. I ruin the te 1" aed Be 

° French language, but speak it to a de- ees, J ~ 
Civils gree.” His address is ‘37th U.S.N. CB ROTC CE RAEN 

HOGENSEN, ROBERT C., °41, is an EPO) San Francisco.” 
apprentice seaman in the U.S.N.R. in NERO, MILTON A., °42, left Dravo DOUGLAS, MALCOLM S., ’22, As- 
training at Bainbridge, Maryland. The Corporation on April 15 to accept a sociate Professor of Civil Engineering at 
draft caught up with him before his ap- commission as ensign in the Sea Bees. He Case School of Applied Science in Cleve- 
plication for a commission received ac- will be stationed at Camp Peary, Wil- land, was chairman of an independent 
tion. liamsburg, Virginia, for training. board of investigators which determined 
CARPENTER, WILLIS A, ’41, has ANDRAE, RICHARD W., ex’43, who that the disintegration of the million- 

been commissioned a second lieutenant was taken out of school for air service, dollar Mayfield Road and Bulkley Boule- 
in the Engineer Battalion of the Marines. reached the cadet center at San Antonio vard freeways in Cleveland could have 
He was sent to Camp Le Jeune at New on March 16 and was successful in pass- been prevented by proper methods of 
River, N. C., for further training. He ing the tests for pilot training. He will construction. 
writes: “As student officers we watch the receive nine weeks of pre-flight training (continued on page 32) 
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STAFF... Last summer he worked for the an Alumni Research Foundation 

(continued from page 19) Dow Chemical Company in their Scholarship, was secretary of the 

busses. Consequently, one frequent- physical testing department. He had President’s council and is now treas- 

ly sees him with coat-tails flapping an interesting experience with a new urer of Theta Chi fraternity. He 

and hair flying, astride his home- hydraulic machine on his last day capped off his activities by being in- 

built “bicycle built for two.” With there. He ran the head down too itiated into Phi Kappa Phi, all uni- 

the aid of a welding torch, he con- far, causing it to stick. When he versity activities honorary. 

verted two normal bikes into one left, the last he heard was that Dow After graduation in May, he will 

tandem. The rear passenger has was wiring the manufacturer of the report for work for the Aluminum 

nothing to hang on to but the pilot, tester, in hopes of being able to get Company of America. This in spite 

so Jerry often takes his co-ed the machine back into operation. of his recent articles on magnesium 

friends on bike rides. He prefers While at school, Jerry has won production. 

red-heads, especially if her name is 

Sylvia. 

The chief athletic interest of this . - cael i 

perpetually smiling lad is cross- CASE M543 . : 7 r) 

country. He has won both a minor Aircraft windshield ; ; iA 

and major letter in this event. wiper application. . q 7 

Whereas many people run but cau ; \ , Wy le, 

slightly faster than they walk, Jerry properties. . fy r 7 “A 

walks only slightly slower than he Parts of Ampco Metal NY iv a vA 
. . subject to test—proved Se ener f 

runs. In spite of being short, he has satisfactory in both « : / 

been known to walk the legs off six- reaulvements: ly Us 
Adopted as standard sn 

footers. (Just ask me!) for this application. Ss ve QD 

Physical metallurgy was his favor- , *% 

ite course. Next to that, perhaps, tH plus y ; 

was a course in speech. Speech was TRENG os | (\E 

not so popular with his family, how- S$ ‘ ropertlé 

ever, so he was finally badgered into netic P 
going to the basement and waxing non-mag 

eloquent with the stoker as a noisy, Parts of AM Pco METAL 

but ateaniive listener. MET CRITICAL TESTS 

Twice an uncle (to Tommy, 

alias Hector, and Judy), he has a The engineers of an aircraft windshield wiper manufacturer 

brother-in-law who is a first rate needed small bronze parts that had maximum strength and 

amateur magician. One of Jerry’s suitable non-magnetic properties—strength to overcome terrific 

favorite hobbies is to dismantle his wind stresses; non-magnetic properties to prevent compass 

brother-in-law’s equipment (engi- variations. Under an 85-hour test, involving 2,000,000 recip- 

neer fashion) and then attempt to rocating cycles of motor and equipment, parts of Ampco Metal 

reconstruct it (not so engineer fash- were not worn — proved their superiority in this application. 

ion). Another hobby is studying out Machine tools, aircraft, ordnance, — war production of all kinds 

engineering problems with the aid where bronzes are used —are equipped with parts of Ampco 

of his nephew’s tinker toys, mechan- Metal because they have the necessary toughness and durabil- 

ical train, and the ENGINEER'S ity to give superior service. With credit to yourself you can 

editor and associate editor. When use Ampco Metal and solve critical metal problems. “File 41 

he’s very good, his sister allows him —Engineering Data Sheets” tells how other engineers are using 

to hold skeins of yarn while she Ampco bronze. Write today for your copy. 

rolls the yarn into balls. 

During the summer before his AMPCO METAL, INC. 
sophomore year, he learned to fly, DEPARTMENT WE-5 MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

per C.P.T., and regrets that he has : AWM ie ¢é 0G & es 

allowed his time to lapse since then. ef — 

The next summer he worked in Chi- CN = 

cago as a blast furnace laborer. He va Ee TA ZL SSY 

and some friends set up light house- 22 | a = ahs <i [Jo . 

keeping in an apartment and ate so 

a bite of hamburger for a change. 
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CAMPUS NOTES... World War and the present con- ALUMNI NOTES... 
(continued from page 28) flict in the light of its effect upon (continued from page 30) 

ernoon of the 13th, with two inspec- engineers. Mr. Empey was formerly MEGUIRE; LIEUT: FRANCIS: 36 
i Ips - : ae . a * i ? : HOU trips; one through the Mer the Assistant Division Engineer for of the U. S. N., was married March 16 
chandise Mart, and the other the Wisconsin Highway Commis- to Miss Esai Sneed. Their present home 
through the Lakeside Press. sion at Green Bay, and is now doing is at Williamsburg, Virginia 

The men who represented Wis- research. work: at the Forest ‘Prod. . velar Ela tide he 3, 
<i 5 . . . ationed a aba, ‘an, was re- consin at the conference were Pro. ucts Laboratory here in Madison. céhilppeoinoted fake Gaptain t Mater, 

fessor D. W. Nelson, Karl Pennau, JOINER, LIEUT. ROBERT, °42 

Bob Lanz, Stan Puidokas, and Rene 2 ERAS the hghtiag frone ix Nowh Atses, was 
Gehl. . S " ze RENE BBE, A.LCh.E. recently. broinored from Second to First 

Publicity Chairman The following new officers were DONOHUE, JERRY, °07, died on 
> > , 

® elected at the April meeting of the April 13 in a Sheboygan hospital, fol- 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS’ A.L.Ch.E. Richard Soit, president; lowing a minor operation. He was among 
SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN Albert Oman, vice-president-treas. the leaders of his profession in Wiscon- 

: 5 § . sin. In 1921 he incorporated the Jerry 
A new engineering society known urer; Marvin Woerpel, secretary. Donohue: Baginesring Company; which 

as the Mechanical Engineers’ So- Ground plans were laid for the an- served many Wisconsin municipalities as 

ciety of Wisconsin, was formed nual picnic, and a report on the St. cong tane on. ane and scree a 
. ters. e sewerage trea a 

Wednesday, April 21, in the Me- Pat campaign was given. Following he: builefor Antigo is said co Keve beon 
morial Lounge of the Memorial the business meeting Larry Pagel, a the first plant in the United States to 

Union. chemical engineer from the Bad- collect and utilize the gases of decompo- 
‘oj ‘ 2 sition. The issue of the Wisconsin Engi- At a joint meeting of the S.A.E. ger Ordnance Works, presented neer for May, 1931, carried an account 

and A.S.M.E. the constitution of the some of the problems and tech- of his achievements as one of Wiscon- 

new organization was read, criti- niques confronted in the powder in- sin’s puceessful Eee His geniality 

i a er and man’ onors. cized, and approved. The two older dustry. Following his very interest- moe ANDALL ILE W Mek Fe da Bah . . : . " t the societies will continue in existence ing talk refreshments were drunk. Bnee at Redlamadion lee Attise and 
with optional membership. The new _-MARV WOERPEL is at present a stress engineer for the 
body will act in conjunction with e Hoosier Aircraft Company of Eicher 

the other two and in addition will PI TAU SIGMA Indiene., sepa ees Aircraft 
; at Hagerstown, Maryland. integrate more closely the campus Alpha Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma VOELKER, RAY F., °37, ensign in ve . ; : , + 737, 
activities affecting mechanical engi- held its annual picnic on May 8 at the Sea Bees, finished training early in 

ERTS. the Tent Colony. Highlight of the ae and we able fo ae te aon 
electi eee 5 ‘ new daughter, Kathryn ‘An cecton of offers was held afternoon was the baseball game in Sco gfe nw hur, Rah 

with the following results: Fred which the seniors were beaten by the leave for parts unknown in active serv- 
Graper, president; Roy Anderson, other members, 6-4. Refreshments ice. 
vice president; Leonard Velander, consisting of beer, pretzels, hot dogs ° 
secretary; and Darrel Engel, treas- and coke kept up the members’ 

Oren: energy, and everyone had a swell Electricals 
Refreshments were served after time. 

> 1 
the business meeting concluded. e . REED, PHILIP. Dy 21; Bernd whe 

—RENE GEHL . signed his positon as Chairman o the 
Publicity Chairman Several engineers have been help- Board of Directors of General Electric 

j i : a. int Seder £6 Continue hisework av Deputy 
° dng ame enblicnn chy ype ep we Chief of the Harriman Mission in Lon- AS.C.E ing on their own societies. Rene don. 

Plans for the annual picnic were Gehl nas pees doing a magnificent BJORNSON, B. G., °22, is broadcast- 
discussed at the meeting of April job of reporting for the past sev- ing for NBC from Reykjavik, Iceland. 
7, 1943. Charles Naeser was ap- eral months on A.S.M.E. and, more HENRY, EDISON E., ’22, is with a 
pointed general chairman for the recently, the new Mechanical Engi- public utility at Ardmore, Oklahoma. 
event. At the meeting of April 21, neering Society. Warren Friske has LONGENECKER, ERNST, ’22, is 
the following men were elected as kept the Mining Club: in the ink, president of the Lauson Co., New Hol- 
new officers: Ed Kloman presidents and Marv Woerpel has been doing stein, Wisconsin, which builds industrial ; an, F . : ae 
Roy Erichsen vice-president; Wil. the A.LCh.E. write-ups. Other men aid, miaring igadoline engines) ~ , ~ ? : . . 
bur (M. Efsas secretary; and Gor have been turning in articles from e : as, ary; a F : : é : 
don Robeck, treasurer time to time, including Joseph Mi p 4 . . : : iners and Metallurgists Mr. LeRoy W Empey, ¢'26, con Klien, Pi Tau Sigma, and Karl Pen- = 8 a -zE > > fe ‘ 3 : : . nau, Tau Beta Pi. The efforts of all SCHULTZ, JACK M., ’42, who is tact man with the Wisconsin Sec- net fhe heliscew Ell ha with the Aluminium Company of Ames. 
tion of A.S.C.E., was present at the enpimeers who Pp to this page ica at New Kensington, Pennsylvania, 
meeting, and discussed the transi- are greatly appreciated. was married on April 10 to Miss Doro- 

. . 7 —BILL HAAS thy Elisabeth Weaver of New Kensing- tion in the period between the last —C.N. EDITOR ton. 
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7 quich trim for a metal giaut & 
el 

Q 
MiAvivotH ingots of steel for war corresponding to the ingot contour. An 

weapons must be ‘‘cropped'’ or This new flame cutting application } \ | 
trimmed at the ends before forging. typifies the ever-expanding usefulness : | | 
Formerly this job was done slowly and of the oxyacetylene flame in American i! 
laboriously on a heavy press, but today industry. Spurred by the need for (i 
the huge ingots are sliced neatly and  swifter war production, industries are ‘a 

quickly by the oxyacetylene flame. finding more and more ways to acceler- = 
Using a new heavy cutting technique ate manufacturing with oxyacetylene 

developed by Airco Research Engineers flame and electric arc processes. 
and cutting through metal as thick as If you want to keep posted on some 

re ne one flame trims off of the most recent developments and 
both ends of this ingot at once in ap- —_gpplications of oxyacetylene flame and G, Uy 
proximately 11 minutes, compared to electric arc processes, write for a free Seneral Gfeces 
several hours required by other methods. — copy of the illustrated booklet, “Airco 60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
The new ingot cutting machine designed in the News.” Please address your re- In Texas: 
and built by Airco engineers especially quests to Air Reduction, Room 1656, Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co. 

ws . £ General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS 
for this job guides the movement of the 60 East 42nd Street, New York. OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 
oxyacetylene cutting torches in an arc f 

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING 
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KNIVES... while. Others might not feel this way about it. However, 
; (continued from page 17) . a. knives are very useful and if one uses good materials as 

by drilling and faPPINg a hole in one end into whi well as care in the construction, it is possible to make 
screwed the bolt which has the blade welded to it. This knives that are better than what one can get on the mar- 

method provides a simple, readily-made arrangement hay- ket. Moreover, individual designs may be worked out 
ing the advantage of interchangeable handles. However, which one would never find. ia “storeknives®? 

this type of handle cannot be made with the variety of . 

colors and materials that is possible with the previous ar- « , 

rangement. Engineers’ Creed 
Phe Worth of Knife-Maki 

T ae orth Of /Kenite-Ma IRE. : We go first: you others—you come after us. 
As was previously stated, many types of knives may be > f de by follow! | I 4 Sticki It’s our bones that mark the trail. 

ma a . n: made by following the same general procedure. Sticking Wy. 4:. of fevers and of atrows and of gunshot 

\) . and of gross accidents and earth catastrophes; 
Le. but that doesn’t matter because always our younger 

(off brothers 
come after us to carry on the job till it’s done. JX f y on the job till it’s d 

Bz. CT And it’s always done. 

ZZ I Ss wm For sweatshop wages we create civilization; 
——— SI o . : . . : 
igi 5 yet every time we finish a job—build a road or a bridge 

or cut through a mountain or what-have-you, 
One Must Exercise Caution in the Use of Homemade Knives we’re thanked by having the job fold up under us; 

knives, throwing knives, carving knives, hunting knives, and we have to hunt another. That’s our pay-day. 
skinning knives, and numerous others may all be made by What do you think we’re trying to do? 
altering some of the methods and materials used. Per- Do you suppose this shoveling, hammering, blasting, 
sonally, I enjoy making hunting knives the most, as that sweating, 
is the type of knife for which I have some use. means nothing to us but something to eat and a place to 

You may ask, “Is this hobby worthwhile?” I think it sleep? 

depends on the individual. I get sufficient enjoyment and Listen! We’re building the world. 
satisfaction out of making knives to consider it worth- Give us a chance and we'll tame the universe. 

| 
\ 
| : rca ! 

| : eset i 
| PUBLICATIONS Ge, JOB PRINTING 

OF ALL KINDS ST oF ALL TYPES 
e 

e 

We SPECIALIZE in 

| CC ee en 

| This magazine is an example of our 

| quality publication work . . . Let us assist 

| you with your varied printing problems. 

~ CAMPUS PUBLISHING. COMPANY | 
“Just Off the Campus” 

823 Universiry AVENUE TELEPHONE Bapcer 1137 
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Ability to produce for ourselvesand removal is a manual operation con- _ perience in the chemical treatment 

our allies is completely dependent suming much time. Chemistry has of oil and gas wells. Dowell service 

on the generation of power—the stepped in and now provides an uses chemical solutions for the dis- 
energy that turns the wheels of in- efficient method that removes the integration and removal of deposits 
dustry. The common enemy of scale in a few hours. coating heat exchange surfaces. 

power is water-deposited scale. It This is an industrial service devel- Precious time, manpower, equip- 

must be removed, if boilers are to oped by Dowell Incorporated, sub- ment are saved. Thus chemistry is 

deliver their full quota of B.T.U.’s. sidiary of The Dow Chemical assisting industry in maintaining 
The conventional practice for scale Company, with eleven years’ ex- its “balance of power.” 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
New York—St. Louis—Chicago—Houston—San Francisco—Los Angeles—Seattle 

[Sy 
| : 

max. | i 

hg eee | 
Sieg 
yo CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE \ 
Cia TO INDUSTRY AND VICTORY | 

— i i 
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ARBORETUM ... 

vs co) (continued from page 24) 
Pie cys N fy has been assigned to an area for which he is responsible. 

ee by eg ee he Bey a Oe th Professor Owen ran a control traverse about the central 
RS Ng aX} nO portion of the farm. The individual students use the 

’ BN aS Ls ee bearings, elevations, and coordinates of the traverse points 
ae . es ‘ ‘ 

¥ ON ee Ct” as a control for their own stadia traverses. They are ob- y ee > . ee 2 é 
- DB) rr BS lea tae taining data that will enable them to draw a contour map 
g eS os oe of five-foot interval, and also to plot on their maps the 

bo . 
4 e fences, wooded areas, and other pertinent features that 
R\\ ’ a would affect planning of the area. The maps are being 

™ er drawn to a scale of 1”=30', a scale that will show a great 
J deal of detail. This sort of help from a student body is 

Ww ft thesi not new on the Arboretum, as much of the preliminary 
* " & es e cant write your thesis .... mapping of the rest of the area was done by the civil en- 

... It the information on electrical wires gineers. These maps have been used in preliminary studies and cables conttined in our Bulletin OK~ of the areas by the persons concerned with the planning, 
1011 is valuable to every engineering stu- : 
dent. It contains a handy “Selector Chart” design, and development of the Arboretum. 
which will enable you to quickly determine 

the proper type of cable and insulation to ae . 
use for a specifie application, Other chap- Administration 
ters include recommended types of insula- 
tion — conductor strandings and designs — The University Board of Regents holds the title of the 
protective coverings for various conditions , : : 
und other valuable information; all impor- Arboretum property. The adminstration of the program 
tant data to have available, » » To get a free I b ¥ % | enpyiol Dis handy Hulletin widte to: has been vested in a committee composed of faculty mem- 

bers from the various departments interested in land use 
, - i and the accompanying scientific studies. A. F. Gallistel, 

—THE COMPANY———— . guys . . 4 1d Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, is the chair- 
LC® man of the committee. G. Wm. Longenecker, Professor 

3305 CW insunarep wires anv cartes of Horticulture, is the Executive Director of the Arbore- 
EXECUTIVE OFFICPS: PASSAIC.N. J. OFFICES IN PrincIPAL cities — tum. John T. Curtis, Professor of Botany, (now on leave 

for vital work) is director of plant research, and Aldo “a : : Pp 
The world is putting Electrons Leopold, Professor of Game Management, is in charge of 
to work in myriads of new de- . ‘ . : E L E C T R 0 N S vices. For 63 years electrons animal research. The animal research includes checking 
have “worked” for the users of the ages and life span of game birds by banding them. ve : : g P g y g 
Higgins American India Inks. Studies also are made on fish population and habits. The A T W 0 R K The carbon particles in Hig- . ed 
gins India Inks are reduced to a work of the Arboretum is financed by an appropriation 

definite micron size at which the from the University funds. 
: kinetic energy of the molecules 

may overcome the force of grav- Olbrich Memorial Entrance 
ity. The polarized particles 

é icy “push” one another around thus Out in Nakoma, just off Manitou Way, the west en- 
Se) maintaining an eternal dance trance to the Arboretum has been named the ‘Michael Risa termed Brownian Movement. . 2 5 s . . Ai rea This is the major reason Higgins Olbrich Memorial Entrance.” Built of native Madison 

(es y American India Inks are uni- sandstone, it was dedicated June 18, 1939. Its design is Sey : ale . : . ‘ ; SS formly black and settle less dur simple and straightforward, for Michael Olbrich, largely rh ne ing storage than any similar prod- . é 
a s uct manufactured. Yes, elec- responsible for the conception of the Arboretum, prefer- 
_— M@ |itrons have been working red the simplicity of the out-of-doors. An oak opening is 

| 9 fer Higgins being developed as the planting scheme. Such large trees By | s 
a vo. e years. as oaks, hickory, black cherry, walnut, and red maple are 

yr . woe 
« g “ae to be found here. The small trees include prairie crab, 
aj Ox a : 
1 <8) e -@ wild sweet crab, plums, and hawthorns. There are many 
“SES er " 

a oe varieties of shrubs, but the gray dogwood predominates. 

%e*@ <<“ e la When the trees are developed sufficiently to provide 
ba) ae a: shade, wildflowers will be planted to complete the open- 

Mion etait o* Ae °) ing. When fully matured, this entrance will surely be a 

Cee ULC on? @, fitting tribute to the man who championed the cause of BO OO me erie . . : . : i 
American India Inks. the University of Wisconsin Arboretum so faithfully, just 

eck Gin S AMA CO nr as the Arboretum itself stands as a living monument to 
UU. oN by BS iB those men who even now are laboring so diligently on one 271 NINTH ST. BROOKLYN, N. Y. ‘ 5 of Wisconsin’s greatest treasures. 
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VAST NEW SOURCES of raw materials ... the equiva- a ‘ pio®™ 

lent of those which might be found in a great new we a 

continent ... opened to America when CARBIDE AND ® A fs \ 

CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION, a Unit of UCC, J A SO 

“74°. . : 
.k 

started building synthetic chemicals from water, salt, , —— 

air, and hydrocarbons. 
Ro | y 

These chemicals are usually water-white liquids, a gee ™ a. , 

although some are gases or solids. Basically, they x wt “o" Ar ‘ a, 
~ . ca? LL ’ 

are compounds of carbon and hydrogen—united with ota Lm ee 4 

. . * (7, a yj ‘ 

oxygen or with chlorine to build up an endless se- wr f » EE 

ries of chemicals. The models of those molecules of a . oO fs ~ tes 

: : 4 La i ¥ 

chemicals shown here are many millions of times o J qe’ oe 

actual size. (2 4 _s or 

These chemicals are the raw materials for fabu- ‘ \L ~. gat” 

lous plastics ... amazing textile fibers ... life-saving —— <= ow 

drugs . . . vitamins by the carload ... synthetic rub- : “a ‘ 

fe ber... more things and better things than were pos- 

sible before their existence. BW; | ~ ~ 

Since these chemical wonders are obtained from ho Ki is | 4 

abundant domestic sources, their use has contributed eee ws Vaya ‘ ee 

materially to the nation’s self-sufficiency. Through wre? Gn ‘| Be 

research, American ingenuity, and patient develop- Plait 2 NAA 4 
: BETTER MEDICINES! Amaz- COLD PROOF! Coolant for 

ment, scarce natural products have been duplicated ing medicines like the sulfa Siqaid-cobled sivereatt ecginies 

or improved upon. Great new industries and great snus synthetic vitamins, and base for anti-freeze in 

new materials that contribute to the nation’s strength pore iamaal eee whtles oe ene ore 

have come into being. And America has become a pend upon synthetic organic synthetic chemical. 

leader in a field as native as its own soil. shemlatry; . . _ 

Broadly speaking, the uses of many of the syn- iS — oe ig Vga y\\y e 

i i i 
<a (Re aa 

thetic organic chemicals developed by CARBIDE AND en fe fr rm 
Chew \ 

CaRBoN CHEMICALS CORPORATION are just begin- | SS yt © 

ning. The already established uses are indicative of Glew cL) 

their vast future values to mankind. MAGIC PLASTICS! Wonder- MAN-MADE! All types of 
- plastics that look like synthetic rubber require syn- 
glass, stretch like rubber, and thetic organic chemicals for 

which are proof against water, their manufacture. Here’ 

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS Tinlightolbvantasay chem. ope for tires for you in the 
icals are made from VINYLITE future. 

synthetic resins. 

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION 

30 East 42nd Street M33 New York, N.Y. 

Principal Products and Units in the United States 

ALLOYS AND METALS CHEMICALS INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE PLAsTics 

Electro Metallurgical Company Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation — The Linde Air Products Company Bakelite Corporation 

Haynes Stellite Company ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BATTERIES The Oxweld Railroad Service Company Plastics Division of Carbide and Carbon 

United States Vanadium Corporation _‘National Carbon Company, Inc. ‘The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc. Chemicals Corporation
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RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING KEEP GENERAL ELECTRIC YEARS AHEAD 

5 chines in the production of vital ship-propulsion equip- 
fe ~ ane Rey oe ment. 
AR Dee GPeowd A The machines were sent from England in separate ships 

ries cS - on different dates, to forestall their destruction by Ger- 
aan FIRS e man submarines. One of the ships was attacked durin Pret 2? 2 marines pe suas fitgek ting PNY Lp the crossing and was damaged but made its American Le f _ yy port safely. 

aman ees A QL” a aaa’ The arrival of the machines was really two strikes iL} \ i AN A . : . PX : n \ ) \ A against the Nazis, for had they remained over there they 
might not now be producing for the United Nations. 

FOILED! One of them had been installed in a plant in Sheffield, and 
. ie “the villai 1 another was destined to go there—and that city was later Wwe ina movie the villain pursues and bombed by the Axis. 

pursues her,’’ he’s not really getting anywhere 
ac all. a ees 

¢ : : Q ————— = To keep the players within camera range while they re | j Zig 
are constantly on the move—going nowhere—the ‘Si i = 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios are now using a sound- “GAK ob i il Z—- 
insulated treadmill, powered by General Electric. exer e ——— AYE IRS = An even motion was required through all the action ——- Ch tS \ = 
shots, from a slow walk to a race. Now, in 30 seconds, | wai J = * cree A aE Be Oe a the treadmill can be accelerated smoothly from zero to rn me ys Wego 4 ‘s . e a sae een CATE. YN, = full speed in either direction, by means of a G-E motor- SIO a es NN ORS 
generator set. os et - 

PAPER DOLLS 
ince, Re out of the kindergarten is the latest metal- 

a eae ong saving technique in General Electric. Many 
Wee 4 thousands of complexly designed parts are required for 

ae ae => =a intricate electric apparatus—and all must be cut from flat LIF See § 
= Bs ee sections of scarce metals. 

oe ASs Ss Uf = So, just like patterns for paper dolls, the planners 
= XN ee draw the parts to scale on paper, cut them out, and shift 

es ee SS them around till they mesh together in a manner very 
re. x ep Neo similar to a jigsaw puzzle. 

<I Frequently it is possible to redesign the parts when it ee = ‘ : * z TSS mere is found that slight changes in the length, width, or 
Cas = : thickness will allow more parts to be cut from the same 

~ layout. 
Ph ‘ , 4 LEND-LEASE IN REVERSE otographs of this technique may be obtained free 

. . . . by writing Campus News, General Electric Company, SUALLY we think of the United States as the arsenal 7 . Schenectady, N. Y. and machine shop of democracy, but actually the . 2 . : Listen to the ‘‘Hour of Charm” at 10:00 p.m. EWT, Sundays, Atlantic is a two-way ocean. And General Electric : : g a ; © do . on the NBC network, and the G-E news program with Frazier recently announced that since early in 1942 the Company Hunt at 6:00 p. m. EWT, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays 
has been using five giant English metal-working ma- on the CBS and American (FM) networks, 
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